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Abstract 
 Since Jon Stewart took over as host of The Daily Show in 1999, the program has 
skyrocketed into the mainstream consciousness as an interesting blend of political 
comedy, media commentary, and reporting.  The Daily Show’s ascendance has reached a 
point where many not only consider it to be a source of news, but also Jon Stewart to be 
one of the most respected and important journalists in the country.  Scholars have noted 
that it has the potential to become a model for the future of news by way of “alternative 
journalism” (Baym, 2005, p. 261).  This study investigated The Daily Show’s impact on 
the general public using the theoretical framework of agenda-setting.  After grounding 
the study in existing scholarly research, data, content and textual analyses were 
performed on 12 Daily Show episodes, as well as data analysis on the corresponding 
network news broadcasts.  It was then concluded that The Daily Show has no significant 
impact on what people think about no matter what variables were analyzed.  Thus, 
Stewart quite possibly has been right all along in his claim that he and his team are not 
journalists – rather, that they are merely putting together a comedy show that happens to 
involve news and parodies news broadcasts.         
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News You Can Trust?  An Analysis of the Agenda-Setting Potential of 
The Daily Show with Jon Stewart 
 
Introduction 
 The nightly news has long been a primary conduit for the events of the day to 
reach households across the country.  Names like Walter Cronkite, Chet Huntley, David 
Brinkley, and the “Big Three” of Peter Jennings, Tom Brokaw and Dan Rather 
dominated the ratings and gained America’s trust (Andersen, 2002).  Cronkite became so 
popular that he even received the moniker of “the most trusted man in America” (CBS, 
2009). Slowly, however, between the advent of the 24-hour cable news networks – most 
notably MSNBC, CNN, and Fox News – and a generational shift in what appeals to 
young adults, the nightly network news became less and less relevant (Gold, 2008).  
Indeed, a 2004 Pew Research Center nationwide survey discovered that 23 percent of 
those respondents younger than 30 years old regularly relied on the nightly network news 
for information on the 2004 presidential campaign (Pew 2004a in Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 
2007).  This was in stark contrast to the 39 percent of that audience who were found to 
regularly rely on that same type of broadcast in a Pew study four years earlier regarding 
the 2000 presidential campaign (Pew 2004a, as cited in Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).   
While this drop may be partially attributed to the increased visibility of the 24-
hour cable news networks, one cannot ignore the explosion in popularity of parodic news 
led by the 14-time Emmy-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (The Daily Show 
with Jon Stewart, 2010).  In that same Pew (2004a, as cited in Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 
2007) study, it was found that 21 percent of those who responded reported regularly 
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getting their campaign information from comedy shows like The Daily Show in 2004, as 
opposed to only 9 percent in the 2000 study.  “While Stewart is the first to say that his 
program is a comedy show and not a news show” (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007, p. 217), 
the fact remains that many people use it as a source of news.  Additionally, as Fox, 
Koloen, and Sahin (2007) also note, some of Stewart’s actions – from confronting the 
hosts of CNN’s Crossfire over their “partisan hackery” (Roberts, 2004) to opining on 
NPR’s Fresh Air that journalists don’t ask probing questions often enough – seem to 
indicate that whether he cares to admit it or not, he does engage, or at least show interest, 
in substantive reporting.   
This study, therefore, will investigate what exactly parodic news is and what kind 
of an effect it has on its audience, using The Daily Show as a representative example.  
Parodic news does not exist in a vacuum unto itself, however – in addition to the major 
networks of CBS, NBC, ABC, Fox, PBS, and their various affiliates across the country, 
there are also the cable stations of CNN, Fox News, MSNBC, C-SPAN, C-SPAN2, HLN, 
and any number of other outlets.  In this increasingly fragmented news market, it is 
important to understand not only why these parodic news programs are so popular, but 
also what impact they have on the public discourse. 
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Statement of the Problem 
 As the television news landscape becomes ever more fragmented, the number of 
outlets from which the general public may draw their news continually increases.  Yet, 
with this rise in amount of news available has come a corresponding dissatisfaction with 
the quality of that same news (Baym, 2005).  Audiences complain of bias in newscasts – 
both liberal and conservative - as well as a sense that the news has been packaged 
(Mindich, 2005, as cited in Feldman, 2007).  Indeed, “the perceived political apathy of 
younger Americans…may be due less to their own intellectual shortcomings than to the 
poor quality and apparent irrelevance of contemporary broadcast news” (Graber, 2001, in 
Baym, 2005, p. 274).  Coleman and McCombs (2007) stated that many between the ages 
of 18 and 25 believe that the media is simply not doing a competent job of reporting on 
the stories most relevant to them.  These shortcomings, it is suggested, are direct 
byproducts of corporate influence on the various outlets (Feldman, 2007).  As Harrington 
(2008), points out, “We need to remember that TV news needs to reach an audience in 
order to exist, rather than simply being the charitable loss-making arm of a larger media 
outlet” (p. 273).  Opinion-driven shows, such as The O’Reilly Factor also draw fire from 
critics, who accuse them of devolving into screaming matches with guests and exploiting 
that promise of conflict for ratings (Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, et al, 2008).   
 Into this void of legitimate news stepped not a new show on CNN, Fox News, 
MSNBC, or even one of the network stations – but rather a show that, in the words of its 
host, at one point had been led into by “puppets making crank phone calls” (Roberts, 
2004).  The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, which airs on Comedy Central, has been 
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repeatedly labeled by Stewart as a comedy show, and that anyone treating it differently 
should perhaps check their premises (Warner, 2007).  Yet the fact remains: Stewart was, 
in 2004, named the most important newsman in America by Newsday (Baym, 2005).  
Additionally, The Daily Show won the 2004 Television Critics Award for Outstanding 
Achievement in News and Information, winning over industry heavyweights 60 Minutes, 
Frontline, Meet the Press, and Nightline (Warner, 2007).   
Clearly, there may be credence to the belief that The Daily Show can function as a 
legitimate news source.  At the same time, however, it still retains elements of a comedy 
show at its core.  None of the correspondents who report on various stories are actual 
journalists – indeed, they are merely comedians playing the parts of reporters (Baym, 
2005).  Stewart himself is still a comedian, and despite playing the role of anchor on the 
program, often drops all manner of pretense and adopts the persona of “the outraged 
individual who, comparing official pronouncements with his own basic common sense, 
simply cannot believe what he – and all of us – are expected to swallow” (Douglas, 2003, 
as cited in Baym 2005, p. 265-266) The difference is that Stewart is an individual with an 
audience of well over one million every night (Brown, Graham, Coen, & Catucci, 2008). 
 With these facts in mind, it is important to define exactly what parodic news is, 
and consequently, what may make it so useful to the public discourse.  Does it function as 
an actual source of news, or is it more of a helpful sidebar?  Once those questions have 
been investigated, it will then be necessary to move on to the impact that parodic news 
may or may not have on its audience.  Could The Daily Show be a viable method of 
delivering news if the model it follows was the only one by which to go, or does it work 
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best when viewed in tandem with more traditional news broadcasts?  These are the facets 
of the problem that will be addressed in this paper.       
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Background to the Problem 
 Despite the relatively recent success of The Daily Show, satirical news programs 
are not a recent phenomenon in the pantheon of television shows, as The Daily Show is 
merely the latest in a string of satirical news programs that stretches all the way back to 
the early 1960s and the David Frost-hosted That Was the Week That Was on BBC 
Television (That Was the Week That Was, 2009).  That Was the Week That Was dealt 
with the newsworthy events of the week, and the show “did its research, thought its 
arguments through and seemed unafraid of anything or anyone…Every hypocrisy was 
highlighted and each contradiction was held up for sardonic inspection. No target was 
deemed out of bounds…No one was spared” (McCann, 2006, p. 314).   
One such notable instance of the program’s commentary occurred in a December 
1962 episode, when Frost presented what he referred to as a consumer guide’s report on 
religion.  Taking six of the world’s major religions, or “products” as Frost referred to 
them – Judaism, Roman Catholicism, Protestantism, Islam, Buddhism, and the more 
secular Communism – he proceeded to grade each on three basic economic principles 
(Sherrin, 1962).  The first was “what do you put into it?”, the second was “what do you 
get out of it?”, and the third was “what does it cost?” (Sherrin, 1962).  Judaism was 
praised for its “guarantee of eternal life through the Messiah who will take responsibility 
for all your guilt – when he comes” (Sherrin, 1962), while Frost described Roman 
Catholicism’s sacrament of Confession as “standard.  The rule here is ‘don’t, but if you 
must, confess it at soon as possible afterwards.’  We found this very useful” (Sherrin 
1962).  The many rituals of Islam were lampooned as too much to put into a religion out 
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of which you got, as Frost simply put it, “five wives” (Sherrin, 1962).  Additionally, he 
didn’t understand why Communism, with a “chief prophet [who] appears to have no 
background in the industry at all…and a claim that this shoddy product must inevitably 
replace all the others on the market [that] we found rather shocking,” (Sherrin, 1962), 
was even on the market in the first place.  In the end, it was concluded that Protestantism, 
and more specifically the Church of England, was the “best buy” (Sherrin, 1962).  
Despite producer Ned Sherrin’s assertion that he wrote lines for Frost that made it clear 
that the religions themselves were not being parodied, but rather “the churches’ 
increasing tendency to use worldly methods of selling their wares” (Carpenter, 2000, p. 
243), Frost’s report almost didn’t see the light of day.  The segment was nearly cut from 
the program before it aired, presumably because of fears that there would be a massive 
negative reaction, but the decision was ultimately made to let it run (Carpenter, 2000).  
Although the BBC did indeed receive a record amount of complaints – 246 to be exact – 
about the consumer report, it also logged 167 appreciatory comments (Carpenter, 2000).  
Even the clergy in Britain, who probably had the most reason to be upset, were not united 
in hatred of the sketch, but were rather divided about its merits (Carpenter, 2000).  In any 
event, no further consequences were brought on by the controversy, and That Was the 
Week That Was continued on as usual.  David Frost had dared to publicly challenge and 
mock a very powerful institution – organized religion - and through the use of humor that 
defused the comments, had for the most part gotten away with some potentially very 
inflammatory remarks.    
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Frost’s program would travel across the Atlantic to America, where it had a short 
run beginning in 1964 (That Was the Week That Was, 2009).  Although HBO had a 
minor hit with Not Necessarily the News in the 1980s – which “took an offbeat look at 
current events, often by dubbing over news video with farcical commentary” (Not 
Necessarily the News, 2009) – it was not until the mid-1970s that the United States 
finally developed a highly successful satirical news parody.   
This came in the form of the Weekend Update segment on NBC’s wildly popular 
Saturday Night Live, which reached over 30 million viewers a week (Reincheld, 2006).  
Weekend Update ran down the major news stories of the week, much like Frost’s 
program, delivering a humorous punch line on each one.  The genesis of Weekend Update 
occurred near the end of the screen test for Chevy Chase, who was the initial “anchor” of 
the sketch (Cader, 1994).  According to Chase, the idea came mostly from his disdain for 
certain aspects of news broadcasts.  Lorne Michaels, the show’s creator, had prompted 
Chase to just get up and do something at the conclusion of his test, and Chase was ready 
with a prepared bit (Cader, 1994).  In his words,   
I had written this short thing about one of those things that I hated about the news 
back then.  They’d always end with a story and this: “[fake chuckles] Well, that’s 
the news.”  So [the story] was about a baby bird born at the zoo, but it took a 
twist, which was that the baby hippo that had been born a couple of days earlier 
unfortunately stepped on the bird and crushed it – and, of course, [I ended the 
story] with “[fake chuckles] And now Kate, back to you” (Cader, 1994, p. 13).  
 
Michaels liked the idea, and the sketch was born.  Chase summed up his conceptual 
approach to “Weekend Update” as “here’s an opportunity to do parody, to be funny as a 
newsman, and to have a phone – which they all seemed to have at the time – and use that 
as a vehicle for satire to say damn well what I want on the news” (Cader, 1994, p. 13).   
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Much of the humor – at least in the early years – was derived from the role of 
major news anchors at the time.  With the Cronkites and Brinkleys of the world still 
either active or fresh in the minds of the public at that time, Quart (2009) notes that “real 
anchors exuded TV’s version of gravitas and solidity.  The SNL Update was just milking 
anchors’ self-seriousness for laughs.”  This explains some of the motivation for Chase’s 
own pretentious salutation at the beginning of the sketch.  Rather than finding comfort in 
and having admiration for the aforementioned gravitas, Chase, and presumably many 
others of Weekend Update’s target audience, saw only hot air and overblown pretension.  
Describing it in his own words, Chase said  
There was a guy named Roger Grimsby in New York.  He used to say, “Good 
evening, I’m Roger Grimsby, and here now the news.”  And I never liked that use 
of that conjunction or the entire phrase afterward.  “Here now the news” – what 
the hell is that.  Pretentious junk.  Nothing against Roger Grimsby, but the use of 
it is sort of odd: “Hi I’m Roger Elgin, and the weather’s nice, isn’t it?”  There was 
a pretension I didn’t like.  So I at some point – I usually winged these things – I 
went, “I’m Chevy Chase and you’re not.”  I mean, I had nothing else to say 
(Cader, 1994, p. 13).  
 
Michaels was well aware of the real impact that his fake news parody could have on the 
general population, and instructed his writers to be mindful of informing the public and 
keep a basis in reality (Reincheld, 2006).  As Saturday Night Live was first and foremost 
a comedy show, however, this directive was never the primary objective in their minds 
(Reincheld, 2006).  Despite this, they still found that people would tell them that they had 
only heard of a major news story on the sketch (Reincheld, 2006).  Michaels compared it 
to political cartoons, saying that Weekend Update played a sizable role in molding public 
opinion and that it was “‘a big part of how Americans define democracy’” (Michaels, as 
cited in Reincheld, 2006, p. 196).  Even today, Weekend Update still enjoys popularity as 
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a weekly sketch on Saturday Night Live, currently hosted in much the same format by the 
show’s head writer, Seth Meyers (NBC, 2010).   These two programs – the British 
version of That Was the Week That Was and Weekend Update – paved the way for The 
Daily Show and, additionally, The Colbert Report. 
The Daily Show got its start in July of 1996, hosted by Craig Kilborn (Lambert, 
1997).  Envisioned as a replacement for Bill Maher’s Politically Incorrect, a comedic 
political talk show that had just moved to ABC, the fundamental structure was fairly 
similar to the present-day incarnation (Lambert, 1997).  In an effort to parody traditional 
newscasts, Kilborn would begin the show with a monologue about the headlines of the 
day, move on to in-studio segments or satirical reports and debates from comedians 
acting as reporters, and then finish up with an interview of that day’s guest (Grimes, 
1997).  What differed, however, was the content that Kilborn covered.  The Daily Show 
under Kilborn was more pop-culture based than the present-day show, as some popular 
recurring segments were titled “This Day in Hasselhoff History” and “Last Weekend’s 
Top-Grossing Films, Converted Into Lira” (James, 1996).  This diverged from the 
direction series co-creator Lizz Winstead had envisioned for the show.  She originally 
wanted a news-driven focus, but network fears that this approach would not draw enough 
of an audience drove the show to adopt the more entertainment-based approach (Roberts, 
2008).  Additionally, Kilborn’s Daily Show was also criticized for being overly mean-
spirited and lacking an editorial or ideological center (MacGregor, 1998).  Stephen 
Colbert, who at the time was a correspondent on the show, remarked that “you wanted to 
take your soul off, put it on a wire hanger, and leave it in the closet before you got on the 
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plane to do one of [the] pieces” (Thompson, 2003, p. 10) in reference to the show’s field 
segments.  Kilborn was suspended for a week in 1997 for making misogynistic comments 
about the women who worked on the show, hastening Winstead’s departure from the 
program (Carter, 1997).  Kilborn would leave shortly thereafter, replacing Tom Snyder 
on The Late Late Show on CBS in 1998 (James, 1999).  Four weeks later, on January 11, 
1999, Jon Stewart took over the show (McConville, 1999).   
 Stewart was a comedian who had previously hosted various shows on MTV and 
Comedy Central and a syndicated late-night talk show (Howard, 1994).  He held onto 
many of the same people involved in Kilborn’s incarnation of the show.  This continuity 
of staff allowed for a smoother transition from Kilborn’s style to Stewart’s as many 
existing features were either continued or slightly tweaked.  Two notable examples 
include “God Stuff”, a segment under Kilborn that featured a correspondent running 
through clips of an assortment of televangelists, and “Backfire”, which featured 
correspondents Brian Unger and A. Whitney Brown debating current events (News Reel 
Network, 2010).  The former became “This Week in God”, while the latter evolved into 
“Even Stevphen” with Colbert and Steve Carell filling the roles of Unger and Brown 
(News Reel Network, 2010).  This new style was also helped along by the hiring of the 
former editor of the satirical online newspaper The Onion, Ben Karlin.  In his view, the 
central focus of the show should be on exposing the hypocrisy of public figures when 
they say things that even the viewer knows they don’t believe – which is an approach that 
is still heavily prevalent in the present-day Daily Show (Larris, 2005).  Colbert, who was 
retained as a correspondent, noted that Stewart pulled the show more towards stories 
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dealing with issues and news, and away from the human interest pieces favored by 
Kilborn (Schneider, 2003).  The tipping point, in Stewart’s estimation, came during the 
coverage of the 2000 election recount.  Stewart stated, “That’s when I think we tapped 
into the emotional angle of the news for us and found our editorial footing” (Flaherty, 
2009).   
 The Daily Show’s true intention, though, is harder to pin down than Weekend 
Update’s.  It feels much more like a traditional news magazine than does Weekend 
Update, which bounces rapidly around from topic to topic instead of devoting time for a 
story to each one – but at the same time, possesses a good deal of structure from late-
night talk shows (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2008).  The show is usually 
divided into three main segments, set off by two commercial breaks (Project for 
Excellence in Journalism, 2008).  The first segment consists of a monologue by Stewart 
running down the headline or headlines of the day, accompanied by various audio and 
visual clips (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2008).  Following a commercial break 
is either a report from or skit with one of the show’s correspondents, or a staged 
interview between a correspondent and Stewart (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 
2008).  These correspondents are frequently “introduced as the show’s senior 
analysts…and often report from ‘on location’ in front of a fake, screen-projected 
backdrop a few feet from Stewart’s desk” (Feldman, 2007, p. 409).  Their titles vary from 
traditional and mundane – such as senior White House correspondent – to wildly 
inventive and fanciful – such as senior Black correspondent (Druick, 2009).  After 
another commercial break, Stewart conducts an interview with the guest of the day, 
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which can run the gamut from politicians to celebrities, and just about everywhere in 
between (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2008). 
 The Colbert Report was begun in October 2005 as a spin-off from The Daily 
Show and starred Stephen Colbert, a former correspondent on The Daily Show (The 
Colbert Report, 2010).  With The Daily Show receiving both critical and popular acclaim, 
Comedy Central was eager to increase the size of the franchise (Sternbergh, 2006).  
Stewart and Karlin made the pitch to channel executives for a show that would be a 
parody of The O’Reilly Factor featuring Colbert (Levin, 2005).  The show was quickly 
cleared to run for eight weeks without even having to create a pilot episode (Levin, 
2005).   
Structurally, The Colbert Report is run much like an opinion-driven pundit show 
– specifically those hosted by conservatives (Baumgartner & Morris, 2008).  
Baumgartner & Morris (2008) note that as compared to “Stewart, who plays the role of a 
common-sense observer who humorously points out the absurd in politics, Colbert 
parodies the new breed of self-indulgent, conservative news personalities” (p. 623).  To 
add to the differences between the two, LaMarre, Landreville and Beam (2009) affirm 
that Colbert relies heavily on deadpan and unlike “Stewart, [he] rarely breaks character 
and maintains a level of seriousness” (p. 217). A majority of the show’s comic appeal 
comes from the overt hyper-partisanship of Colbert’s character, who is unabashedly 
conservative (Baumgartner & Morris, 2008).  Combined with his send-up of personalities 
such as Bill O’Reilly, Sean Hannity, and Rush Limbaugh, this results in a character who 
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is “loud and self-assured, never doubting the rightness of his beliefs, but is not 
unsympathetic” (Barthel, 2009, p. 9).   
Colbert’s character’s general frame of mind, best summed up in a word of his 
own creation – “truthiness”, The American Dialect Society’s 2005 Word of the Year – is 
an overwhelming rejection of the necessity of facts when participating in and evaluating 
political discourse (Baumgartner & Morris, 2008).  Much like Stewart on The Daily 
Show, Colbert’s humor needs a fair bit of pre-existing political knowledge in order to be 
understood.  Otherwise, statements such as “I know I’m not the first person to say this, 
but let’s invade Poland!” (Silverman, 2007) come off as “stunningly ignorant” (Barthel, 
2009, p. 10).  With that pre-existing political knowledge, however, audiences are able to 
see it as the subtle yet insightful parody and commentary that it is (Barthel, 2009, p. 10).  
One of the most overt elements of parody on the program is the segment called “The 
Word,” which has Colbert satirically holding forth on a particular topic while summary 
statements appear bulleted on-screen next to him – a nearly direct copy of The O’Reilly 
Factor’s “Talking Points Memo” segment (Baumgartner & Morris, 2008).   
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Theoretical Framework 
 Owing to the fact that a good part of the analysis of the selected programs will 
derive from their possible impact on public discourse, I will be looking at them using the 
theoretical framework of agenda-setting.  Agenda-setting postulates, according to the 
research of McCombs and Shaw (1972), that “readers learn not only about a given issue, 
but also how much importance to attach to that issue from the amount of information in a 
news story and its position…that is, the media may set the ‘agenda’” (p. 176).  As the 
primary sources of national political information, the media is in a position to define what 
people should be thinking about, if not quite what they should be thinking (McCombs & 
Shaw, 1972).  It is part of the limited effects paradigm, a family of theories that is 
predicated on an increased scientific approach to studying media effects (Sayre & King, 
2003).  Limited effects theories came about around the time of World War II, when 
researchers realized that the previously popular mass effects theories – which predicted 
universal impact – were not quite as accurate as had been believed (Sayre & King, 2003).  
Researchers needed a new, less generalized paradigm with which to study media effects, 
and limited effects theories – with its “conditional rather than universal explanation” 
(Sayre & King, 2003, p. 99) and research that focused on isolating and studying the 
“Who, Says what, In which channel, To whom, [and] With what effect” (Sayre & King, 
2003, p. 99) of each message – fit the bill.      
Sayre and King (2003) offer the example that “when more news stories focus on 
health care, we think health care is a more important issue, and when more stories focus 
on education or the death penalty, we think those are more important issues” (p. 109).  
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Research has shown that as people’s media exposure increases, their ranking of various 
issues’ importance more closely lines up with the amount of coverage is devoted to those 
issues (Sayre & King, 2003).  Because agenda-setting falls under the category of a, 
however, the relative frequency or infrequency of coverage has not been found to have 
much of an effect on people’s predefined attitudes on each topic covered.  In other words, 
although news can tell people what to think about, it is not able to tell them how to think 
about those same topics (Sayre & King, 2003).  As Sayre and King (2003) put it,  
…if the media start focusing more on the death penalty, people may begin to rank 
the issue as more important, but their opinions (either for or against the death 
penalty) are likely to remain the same, even if the media coverage appears to 
biased one way or the other (p. 109). 
 
Thus, merely by choosing what stories are covered and in how much depth they are 
covered, regardless of the content,  the media is helping to shape the national discourse 
by directing it – whether consciously or not – in certain directions. 
 Accordingly, agenda-setting seems to be a lens through which to study a parodic 
news program such as The Daily Show.  Although the topics covered on the program are 
certainly timely and newsworthy, the number of stories actually covered pales in 
comparison to a regular newscast.  The Daily Show may cover stories more in-depth than 
a typical newscast, but it does so at the expense of news quantity (Baym, 2005).  
Moreover, it would seem that The Daily Show, in keeping with Stewart’s repeated 
declarations that it is a comedy show first and foremost, does not consider itself to be 
beholden to cover what may be deemed the top news story of the day by the traditional 
media outlets (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  For example, on the first show after the 
bombing of the USS Cole in October of 2000, no mention was made of the tragedy.  The 
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lead story instead was a Mideast Summit in Egypt between several Middle East and 
world leaders that was attempting to find a solution to the violence in Israel (Karlin & 
O’Neil, 2008).  Therefore, it stands to reason that what these shows choose to include or 
omit has some effect on the public discourse without actually affecting people’s 
viewpoints, as agenda-setting predicts.  If true, this would – to some extent – disprove 
Baumgartner and Morris’s (2006) findings that viewers of The Daily Show are typically 
more cynical toward public policy and the government than non-viewers. 
 
Research Question 
 The primary aim of this study is to investigate what kind of impact The Daily 
Show has on its audience through the lens of agenda-setting.  It is important to better 
understand where The Daily Show fits into the public discourse.  In order to do this, the 
following question will guide the research: 
 What effect, if any, does The Daily Show have on its audience with regards to 
agenda-setting – and what does that imply about not only the state of news media as it is 
now, but the very future of public discourse as well?   
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Rationale 
With the line between news and entertainment becoming increasingly blurred, it is 
important to understand where The Daily Show fits into the public discourse.  Feldman 
(2007) notes that The Daily Show’s emergence has spurred many journalists to reconsider 
what separates news and entertainment – a dividing line which used to be impermeable 
and unyielding.  As Feldman (2007) also points out, however, the line that distinguished 
news from entertainment had been blurred quite a while before The Daily Show’s 
ascendancy.  “Tabloids, daytime talk shows, MTV, Letterman, and Larry King have 
contributed to what scholars have alternately referred to as the ‘new news’ or ‘soft 
news’” (p. 414) writes Feldman (2007).  But what is this “new” or “soft” news, and how 
is it distinguished from hard news? 
 Brewer and Cao (2006) use Baum’s definitions of hard news and soft news, set 
forth in his works of 2002 and 2003.  Brewer and Cao (2006) say that, according to 
Baum,  
…hard news sources…include newspapers, news magazines, and network and 
cable news programs that devote at least part of their coverage to public policy 
themes.  According to Baum, this category also includes the politically oriented 
news talk shows on broadcast television (e.g., Meet the Press, This Week) and 
cable television (e.g., Hardball with Chris Matthews, Larry King Live, and 
Crossfire) (p. 19). 
 
By contrast, soft news is considered to include those sources that “emphasize stories with 
a certain set of characteristics, ‘including the absence of public policy component, 
sensationalized presentation, human-interest themes, and…dramatic subject matter such 
as crime and disaster’” (Baum, 2002, as cited in Brewer & Cao, 2006, p. 19).  These 
definitions, however, are by no means set in stone across the scholarly landscape. 
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 A notable example is Larry King Live, which Feldman (2007) considered as an 
example of soft news.  At the same time, however, Baum (2002, as cited in Brewer & 
Cao, 2006) used it as an example of hard news.  This is indicative of a more widespread 
debate among scholars about the finer points of what defines a soft news, and by 
extension a parodic news, program.  While these definitions are debated, Baym (2005) 
offers a third option in the specific case of The Daily Show: that the self-given moniker 
of “fake news” (p. 261) is not as adequate as a completely new title of “alternative 
journalism” (p. 261).  This is mainly due to the fact that The Daily Show is able to break 
common journalistic conventions in several ways (Baym, 2005). 
There are two general possibilities that arise from this blurring of the line between news 
and entertainment and the runaway popularity of The Daily Show. The first is that if a 
large amount of people are now turning toward a comedy show for a good amount of 
their news, then that has the potential to reflect terribly on the state of traditional media in 
this country.  Already, according to Harrington (2008), news has become commercialized 
to such an extent that it has actually “dumbed down” (p. 272) the audiences watching it.  
“By having to now appeal to as many people as possible (rather than be concerned with 
the quality of the service), news programs are often just giving audiences what they want 
rather than what they need” (Winch, 1997, as cited in Harrington, 2008, p. 272).  Thus, as 
Harrington (2008), the increased tabloidization of news has not been a result of 
newsroom laziness, but rather a necessary adjustment based on the news consumption 
patterns of its audiences.  Hariman (2008) concludes that parodic news reveals the 
fundamental truth that “public media and democratic politics alike are delusional, 
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hopelessly self-absorbed, pathetically conventional, obsessively repetitive, [and] 
emotionally out of control” (p. 266).  If nothing else, however, as Feldman (2007) writes, 
The Daily Show is “a phenomenon that has given journalists cause to reflect on current 
industry assumptions and practices.  It is symbolic of a changing media environment and 
the implications of that media environment for the journalism profession” (p. 411).  
Secondly, it may be discovered that the situation is not as pressing as imagined and there 
is not as much of a connection between people watching The Daily Show and receiving 
their news from it.  If this is the case, it raises the question of why we are even regarding 
The Daily Show as a potential force in the media industry to begin with.  This paper will 
investigate these questions in order to shed light on what impact The Daily Show is 
having on audiences’ perceptions of the importance of different issues in the world. 
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Review of the Literature 
 Although The Daily Show has only risen to national prominence and influence 
within the last decade, it has still managed to inspire some degree of scholarly research.  
For example, as Baym (2005) notes, it covers essentially the same topics as traditional 
hard news, but treats soundbites in a completely different way.  “The unwritten rules of 
journalism define a good quote as a coherent statement of policy or attitude, ideally 
containing emotion or character and completed neatly in 8 to 12 seconds,” writes Baym 
(2005, p. 264).  Journalists are drilled to excise excessively long pauses, grammatical 
errors, and inane rambling verbiage – thus leaving the audience with only the 
conventional, and frankly somewhat expected, view of what happened (Baym, 2005).  On 
The Daily Show, though, those long pauses and longer rambling quotes are a gold mine of 
content.  When CIA Director George Tenet resigned, World News Tonight showed a clip 
of President George W. Bush saying that, “I told him I’m sorry he’s leaving.  He’s done a 
superb job on behalf of the American people” (Baym, 2005, p. 264), while CBS Evening 
News showed Bush saying, “He’s strong, he’s resolute, and I will miss him” (Baym, 
2005, p. 264).  The Daily Show, meanwhile, showed a clip of Bush stumbling over words: 
“George Tenet is uh…is…a…the kind of public service, uh, servant, you like to work 
with.  He has been a, a, um…a strong and able leader at the agency.  He’s been a, 
uh…he’s been a strong leader in the war on terror” (Baym, 2005, p. 265).  Although both 
versions – the hard news’ more conventional take that shows Bush as having command of 
his message, and The Daily Show’s more offbeat clip that shows Bush as significantly 
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less in control – are technically accurate, the effects achieved by each are stunningly 
different. 
Baym (2005) also holds that The Daily Show openly rejects the traditional 
media’s overwhelming insistence – even if only in name – on objectivity by journalists 
who are required to remove themselves from any kind of involvement in the story.  Jon 
Stewart, meanwhile, engages in what Baym (2005) calls “subjective interrogation” (p. 
265) by “reading [a statement] against the grain and confront[ing] it with his own 
reactions and responses” (p. 265).  Consider again the example of Tenet and Bush’s 
statement in Baym (2005), this time with Stewart’s commentary added in at the 
appropriate places:  
 Bush: George Tenet is uh…is…a… 
 Stewart:  Um, a convenient fall guy…um…liability to our intelligent  
   operation. 
 Bush: the kind of public service, uh, servant, you like to work with. 
 Stewart: I was gonna say that, that was on the tip of my tongue 
 Bush: He has been a, a, um…a… 
 Stewart: Uh, uh, an albatross around the neck of your administration, an  
  albatross. 
 Bush: a strong and able leader at the agency.  He’s been a, uh…he’s been  
          a… 
 Stewart: He’s been around too long.  No, that’s not it. 
 Bush: been a strong leader in the war on terror. 
 Stewart: No, that’s not it.  It’s right here, I don’t know what it is…(p. 265) 
 
Juxtaposing Bush’s words and Stewart’s own interpretation based on his common sense – 
the classic battle of the common man against authority – is part of what Baym (2005) 
sees as fundamental to the very purpose of The Daily Show and political satire in general.  
Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn and Zhang (2008) contend that soft 
news generally emphasizes entertainment at the expense of information.  They also offer 
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a different name for soft news – “infotainment” – which alludes to its ability to create a 
hybrid of styles (Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, et al, 2008, p. 203).  This last point underscores 
one of the things that scholars do agree on across the board about soft news – the notion 
that it has established itself as an entity distinct unto itself and placed somewhere on the 
continuum between news and entertainment. 
Feldman (2007) writes that journalists themselves consider The Daily Show to 
span the two genres of news and entertainment.  It “seems to resist classification as 
information as information or entertainment and in so doing, renders the journalistically 
ingrained impulse to distinguish between the two largely ineffectual” (Feldman, 2007, p. 
414).  In Gaines’ (2007) view, even though The Daily Show is premised on the notion 
that it has no authenticity, it nonetheless can be considered a hybrid of traditional news 
and comedy.  As a result of this, The Daily Show is able to do several things that neither a 
solely news program nor solely comedic program could do.  Notable examples include 
highlighting the shortcomings of traditional news media by exploiting their coverage, and 
adding a new level of comedic interpretation (Gaines, 2007).  It is important to remember 
that The Daily Show is a program which not only critiques public figures and 
newsmakers, but also critiques and satirizes the media establishment itself (Holbert & 
Geidner, 2009).  Warner (2007) describes the latter as “political culture jamming,” or 
using the conventions of traditional news media, albeit turned upside down and injected 
with a good deal of humor, in order to better highlight their flaws.  In addition, because it 
is a self-described comedy show and not a journalistic endeavor, The Daily Show does 
not need to fear accusations of libel or even the simple task of meeting deadlines 
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(Feldman, 2007).  It is also free to resist the professional mandate of journalistic 
objectivity, which – perhaps surprisingly – is envied by some traditional journalists 
(Feldman, 2007).  Peter Jennings was even quoted saying as much in The New York 
Times, wishing that his team at ABC could do some of the things Stewart was getting 
away with (Feldman, 2007).   
Baym (2007) notes that one of the emerging textual forms to come from this 
freedom is Stewart’s unique way of conducting interviews, which could be considered to 
be themselves a hybrid mode of political discourse.  While many guests are certainly 
drawn from the same group that appear on other late-night talk shows – think movie stars 
on tours to promote their new releases, or well-known figures from broadcast news – 
Stewart distinguishes his show from those of Leno and Letterman with the quality of his 
other guests (Baym, 2007).  These guests will span from “a litany of current and former 
high-level members of the political establishment…[to guests from] the domain of print 
media…[and even] a wide array of authors and intellectuals” (Baym, 2007, p. 97).  Thus, 
it is just as common to see names such as Lieberman, Fleischer, Krugman, and Zinn 
alongside those of Brokaw and Couric on the guest list (Baym, 2007).  When 
interviewing these intellectual and political luminaries, Stewart breaks with the 
conventional methods of conducting an interview in two main ways, according to Baym 
(2007).  The first of these deals with the tone set by the interviewer – where most news 
interviews are conducted dispassionately and formally, Stewart is much more informal 
and even friendly with his subjects, particularly in the introductory and concluding 
phases of the interview (Baym, 2007).  According to Baym (2007), “the interviews’ 
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sociability may provide a more resonant approach to political conversation than does the 
apersonal style of the standard news interview” (p. 101).  It certainly cannot hurt the 
subject’s ability to be candid if he or she senses that a harsh and unfriendly conversation 
is unlikely to happen. 
The second important way in which Stewart’s style deviates from the norm 
concerns his role in the context of the interview.  As opposed to the more traditional role 
of the interviewer – which requires him or her to merely ask questions and facilitate – 
Stewart shows a “willingness to move beyond questioning to express his own opinions 
and to make factual or theoretical contributions to the discussion” (Baym, 2007, p. 104).  
Warner (2007) even contends that Stewart is not so much conducting an interview as he 
is corralling the subject into a Socratic debate.  Because he already knows the answers to 
the majority of questions he will ask, Stewart is able to “strategically [set] set up the 
interviewee to make the substantive point for him…[His frequent] protestations of 
ignorance and stupidity are disingenuous.  He knows the correct answers and asks the 
questions as a tactic to hook into a particular leverage point” (Warner, 2007, p. 31).  
Despite this obvious ability to determine the direction of the interview and even 
challenge the claims made by his subjects, Stewart is able to get away with this through 
his characteristic use of humor (Baym, 2007).  This way, he is able to criticize policies 
and ideas without becoming overtly hostile and potentially alienating the guest – thus 
allowing for a much more reasoned debate (Baym, 2007).   
In fact, as Baym (2007) points out, there is an “increasing need to retheorize the 
concept of the interview and its role in a democratic system” (p. 113).  Brewer and Cao 
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(2006) summarize this need by stating that the “hard news coverage in elections has 
evolved in recent decades toward fewer campaign stories, shorter sound bites from 
politicians, a greater emphasis on the horse race, and greater prominence for the 
interpretive voices of journalists” (p. 21).  On The Daily Show, however, this method is 
not the way to do things.  Despite Stewart’s frequent contributions to the discussion, 
subjects on his show are allowed more time to speak than in other forums (Brewer and 
Cao, 2006).  Thus, because the interviews on The Daily Show strike an effective balance 
between traditional hard news interviews and talk-show interviews, they may be treated 
as a microcosm of the potential of The Daily Show as a whole to influence a whole new 
style of news. 
Harrington (2008) goes so far as to contend that the popularity and merits of The 
Daily Show and other similar shows may very well point to a future effort to re-format 
news.  This re-formatting would strike a balance between The Daily Show and its ilk, and 
traditional news programs in an effort to create a more effective and more watchable 
form of news (Harrington, 2008).  As Harrington (2008) also notes, “It is important at 
this point to remember that ‘journalistic’ undertakings are not the exclusive domain of 
‘news’ programs; that news and the news (the genre) are two very distinct entities” (p. 
278).  The effectiveness of a soft news program should not be judged relative to the 
methods by which it delivers information, but rather relative to the information itself 
(Harrington, 2008).  As Harrington (2008) points out, this then allows for more 
meaningful analysis of the purpose for which the information is being delivered and for 
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whom.  This allows not only for the positive contributions of soft news to be recognized, 
but also for its disadvantages to be kept in focus as well (Harrington, 2008).   
Other possible audience uses for The Daily Show and other programs like it have 
also been postulated.  Brewer and Cao (2006) see it being utilized as something of an 
antidote for the failings of traditional media.  Scholarly research (Brewer & Cao, 2006; 
Baym, 2005) has corroborated the long-held belief that campaign coverage – a notable 
topic in the media – has changed over the years.  It has steadily evolved into a narrative 
that focuses far too much on the horse race aspect (e.g. polls, campaign strategies) and 
increasingly short sound bites at the expense of actual discussion on the issues (Brewer & 
Cao, 2006).  Indeed, according to Baym (2005), The Daily Show has taught the 
fundamental lesson that “political discourse can be both serious and fun – at the same 
time and important – and perhaps may be more democratically useful for it” (p. 112).  
This would seem to indicate that there actually an advantage to be gained from watching 
parodic news like The Daily Show.   But this is far from a concrete premise, for as Brewer 
and Cao (2006) note, there is no consensus among scholars as to whether soft news in 
general either informs or misinforms the viewing audience. 
There is some research, however, that suggests that programs such as The Daily 
Show may have a positive impact on their audience.  Cao (2008) concluded that political 
comedy shows may in fact provide the youth in the audience with political and current 
events information that they would otherwise not receive.  Young audiences are simply 
not as interested in politics as much as others in society, and watch correspondingly less 
traditional news coverage (Cao, 2008).  Consequently, as The Daily Show and others are 
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primarily marketed towards the younger generation and cover many of the same topics as 
the mainstream media, the audience – mostly made up of youths – is at least made aware 
of events and issues they hadn’t heard of beforehand (Cao, 2008).  Thus, while many in 
the audience are not watching The Daily Show with the express purpose of learning about 
politics and world events, they do so anyway through a series of “information shortcuts” 
that Cao (2008) says are gathered incidentally while watching the show to be entertained.  
Although politics are admittedly merely one dimension of a population’s multi-
faceted lives, citizens are generally more inattentive – except for large-scale events – than 
is prescribed for a truly successful democracy (Mutz, 2004).  It should be noted, however, 
that it is likely futile to argue for a more politically-aware populace, as one has likely 
never existed (Mutz, 2004).  Although the subset of the population that commonly votes 
is skewed heavily toward the better-educated and the more financially well-off, however, 
this does not necessarily lead to more rational public discourse (Mutz, 2004).  Stewart 
himself has noted that 
The general dialogue is being swayed by the people who are ideologically driven.  
The five percent on each side that are ideologically driven dictate the terms of the 
discussion.  The other 90 percent of the country have lawns to mow, and kids to 
pick up from schools, money to make and things to do (Mutz, 2004, p. 33). 
 
As Mutz (2004) also points out, however, it would actually be detrimental if politics were 
on the forefront of everyone’s mind.  Much of the reason that people can have debates 
about policy and still remain friends – even though it is rare, reasoned discussion does 
still happen – is that politics do not make up the whole of their lives (Mutz, 2004).  If it 
did, staying amicable despite these deep-seated differing viewpoints would be harder.   
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There is a distinct difference, however, between casual inattentiveness to the 
minutiae of current events, and the seemingly complete political apathy exhibited by 
young people nationwide.  There have been many theories put forward as to why the 
younger generation as a general group are uninterested in politics and ignorant of 
broadcast news.  Mindich (2005) calls the decreased level of traditional news media use 
among the youth “‘the greatest exodus of informed citizenship’ in US history” (as cited in 
Feldman, 2007, p. 407).  As Baym (2005) notes, some have argued that the ignorance of 
broadcast news may be causing a disinterest in politics.  It is important to note that this 
apparent disinterest in broadcast news for the younger generation may be due more to 
generational preferences than actual incompetence on the part of broadcast journalists.  
According to Feldman (2007), younger audiences are more receptive to such factors as 
sarcasm, irony, parody and satire – all of which are omnipresent in popular culture, but 
decidedly not in traditional media.  Rather than rely solely on traditional media – which 
has been decried by young adults as, among other things, boring repetitive and not 
entertaining – as they would have in the past, they instead turn to a variety of sources 
(such as The Daily Show) to make sense of the world around them (Feldman, 2007). 
Mutz (2004) contends that there is a certain age-related stigma that comes with 
watching broadcast news.  “Just as the loud upbeat music that leads into the Daily Show 
tells the viewer that he or she is in for a lively and entertaining program, the network 
evening news probably tells many of its viewers that it is time to take another pill” (Mutz, 
2004, p. 34).  The bombastic fanfares that open many traditional broadcast news shows 
may indeed indicate the serious and important tone of the ensuing program – but like 
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Chevy Chase nearly 40 years ago, young audiences of today roundly shun such a posture 
(Mutz, 2004).  In contrast, The Daily Show is an extension of traditional news so that the 
news as a whole no longer marginalizes the younger generation because of this age-
related stigma, and so that the audience can feel more actively engaged with the news 
process (Feldman, 2007).  It is easy for purists to yearn for a world in which every news 
show was run like The News Hour with Jim Lehrer – but they overlook what Mutz (2004) 
deems a highly significant point: “In order to inform, educate, persuade, or make any 
difference at all, people have to actually watch the programs that are produced” (p. 35).  
The News Hour, for all its journalistic merits, is not a show that lends itself to a massive 
audience that spans a wide breadth of demographics (Mutz, 2004). 
The Daily Show, on the other hand, is a show that lends itself to just that.  The 
statistics do a good deal to disprove the stereotype of a primarily college-age audience.  
According to a National Annenberg Survey (NAES) survey conducted in 2004, 18-29-
year-olds comprise 40% of The Daily Show’s audience (Baym, 2005).  However, 
according to that very same survey, 27% of the audience is made up of viewers who are 
older than 44 (Baym, 2005).  When discussing the effects, though, the research shows 
that the younger viewers are more likely to gain something from The Daily Show than the 
older viewers.  Baumgartner and Morris (2006) found that the primary effect of The 
Daily Show may be mainly limited to the younger viewers which are its target audience.  
In a broader sense, they also noted that The Daily Show itself has the potential to more 
profoundly influence younger viewers than other late-night talk shows, such as The Late 
Show with David Letterman and The Tonight Show with Jay Leno (Baumgartner & 
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Morris, 2006).  The answer to why this is so, as will be explained below, lies in the 
relative intellectual challenge necessary to “get the joke,” so to speak, on the two 
different types of shows   
 Before delving into specific show-related details, it is first necessary to 
understand different kinds of humor used by The Daily Show and their respective 
complexities.  Various scholars have become interested in the potential of humor to make 
a message more persuasive, but not in a way that people may expect.  Instead of making 
someone more susceptible to persuasion because they like the message for its humor, it 
has been proposed that humor makes people more susceptible to persuasion because they 
have their capacity for counterargument decreased (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009).  As 
Polk, Young and Holbert (2009) wrote, “In other words, humor might facilitate attitude 
changes simply be reducing the audience’s cognitive resistance” (p. 203).  The effect 
varies depending on the complexity of the humor, but the fact remains that humor of any 
kind has the very real potential to putting a strain on a person’s finite cognitive functions 
and thus lowering their ability to create an effective counterargument – a phenomenon 
termed “resource allocation” (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009, p. 205).  A second 
possibility that people will simply see the humor intertwined with a message, brush off 
said message as merely a joke, and thus not want to even attempt a counterargument.  
(Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009).  This would probably occur because of the perceived 
worthlessness of giving the message any deeper analysis (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009).   
 Hariman (2008) states that political comedy shows are effective because they are 
able to expose the limits of public speech – even though he acknowledges that to 
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appreciate the full effect, one must be ready to “step outside the norms of deliberation, 
civility, and good taste” (p. 247).  This notion of exposing limits is based on parody’s 
literal meaning, which is “beside the song” (Hariman, 2008, p. 249).  The idea is that 
when the language of public officials or media members is put beside itself – whether 
through “direct quotation, alternation of words, textual rearrangement, substitution of 
subjects or characters, shifts in diction, shifts in class, shifts in magnitude, etc.” 
(Hariman, 2008, p. 250) – those previously hidden limits reveal themselves.  Thus, “what 
had seemed to be serious is in fact foolish, and likewise the powerful is shown to be 
vulnerable, the unchangeable contingent, the enchanting dangerous” (Hariman, 2008, p. 
251).  In addition, it is important to remember that imitation by way of parody is able to 
work on multiple levels (Hariman, 2008).  Hariman (2008) goes so far as to claim that 
public consciousness is unable to be properly sustained over a lengthy period of time 
without this parodic imitation – saying that “the long-term effect of a public culture alive 
with parody is an irreverent democratization of the conventions of public discourse, 
which in turn keeps public speech closer to its audiences and their experiences of the 
public world” (Hariman, 2008, p. 258).   
 Similarly, Gaines (2007) asserts that “the narrative continuity constructed from 
rebroadcasts of news stories, told with the intent to entertain, ironically informs the 
audience of the significance of events whose meanings are obscured in conventional 
broadcast journalism” (p. 82).  Driven on by commercial and corporate pressure, the 
news media has become increasingly dependent on acquiescing to its audience rather than 
being the watchdog of society that it was originally intended to be (Gaines, 2007).  
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Gaines (2007) therefore concludes that it falls on parodic news programs such as The 
Daily Show to provide some kind of context for current events, even though many people 
are merely watching the show for entertainment.  This dovetails with Cao’s (2008) 
research, which showed that knowledge can be gained while watching television without 
learning being the goal.  The interesting twist that occurs in the case of The Daily Show is 
that, unlike a traditional news broadcast, the material is not wholly original – rather, 
much of The Daily Show’s content is aimed squarely at stories and information that had 
already been broadcast by other outlets.  Thus, “the narrative content of the show draws 
from stories about events that happened at other times and places, and had already been 
selected as news, mediated, narrated, and finally reused by The Daily Show writers” 
(Gaines, 2007, p. 86).  In other words, The Daily Show could possibly be considered as 
much a kind of news aggregator as anything else – picking and choosing stories to run 
from other media outlets, albeit with a great deal more humor and edginess.  
 There are many kinds of humor used in political comedy, but two of the more 
notable kinds are irony and sarcasm.  According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
(2011), irony is defined as “the use of words to express something other than and 
especially the opposite of the literal meaning” (p. 1), while sarcasm is defined by the 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2011) as “a mode of satirical wit depending for its effect 
on bitter, caustic, and often ironic language that is usually directed against an individual” 
(p. 1).  There are several kinds of irony, but one overriding difference – the level of 
subtlety – sets it apart across the board from sarcasm, even though irony is sometimes 
utilized in sarcastic remarks (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009).  Sarcasm, as a rule, is 
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always overt to the point of being aggressive – it defines a subject and, through very clear 
cues, delineates the joke being made (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009).  Irony, despite the 
fact that it does not have a monolithic level of subtlety across the board, nevertheless has 
a good deal more subtlety than sarcasm (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009).  It can be 
labeled as an inferential form of humor, as its “humorous effect is derived by the 
cognitive reconstruction of the intended meaning of a statement” (Polk, Young, & 
Holbert, 2009, p. 204).  In other words, irony requires more thought in order to not only 
recognize, but also to understand.   
In their research, Polk, Young and Holbert (2009) found that an experimental 
group of people who watched irony-driven segments of The Daily Show responded with 
inferior counterarguments compared to a group that had watched sarcasm-driven 
segments.  This, then, lent credence to the belief that the resource allocation theory was 
true, and the discounting cue theory (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009) was false – for if 
audiences did merely discount joke-ridden messages, the two groups in the study would 
have been able to provide counterarguments of relatively equal strength (Polk, Young, & 
Holbert, 2009).  Instead, because understanding irony takes more cognitive resources 
than understanding sarcasm, Polk, Young and Holbert (2009) discovered that the two 
groups had different end results.  While the group that watched the irony-based material 
had cognitive resources diverted away from making a counterargument, the sarcasm 
group was able to keep those same resources focused on the counterargument (Polk, 
Young, & Holbert, 2009).  Thus, the sarcasm group provided substantially stronger 
counterarguments than did the irony group (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 2009).   
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This raises an interesting question, and an implication that those in charge of The 
Daily Show and other like programs may not fully be aware of.  If the persuasiveness of a 
humorous message lies in the resource allocation theory and not in the discounting cue 
theory, then the decision concerning to what level a counterargument should be made, to 
say nothing of the decision on whether or not to make it at all, has been decisively taken 
out of the hands of those actually making the counterargument (Polk, Young, & Holbert, 
2009).  Rather,  
The power to determine how critically the recipient will process the message is in 
the hands of that message’s creator.  The message creator is in a position to decide 
how complex, and therefore distracting or draining, the humorous elements of the 
message should be.  Thus, the message creator may have the upper hand in 
determining how humor is used to communicate potentially controversial or 
unwelcome arguments to the audience members (Polk, Young, & Holbert, p. 
216). 
 
Regardless of whether or not its audience actually learns anything from The Daily Show, 
then, it is clear that the program still holds a great deal of potential rhetorical power. 
 But do people actually learn anything from The Daily Show?  For “in spite of 
obvious exaggerations, bias, and distortions used for comic effect, The Daily Show 
generally provides accurate reports, context, and meaningful insights about news and 
current events” (Gaines, 2007, p. 93).  Cao (2008) asserts that audiences learn through a 
series of information shortcuts, which are defined as byproducts of “soft news [lowering] 
the cognitive cost of paying attention by packaging political information in an 
entertaining way; as a result, even people who watch such programs for entertainment 
may receive the information” (p. 46).  In contrast, Xenos and Becker (2009) believe that 
people do not actually learn anything substantively new from political comedy programs.  
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In their opinion, programs such as The Daily Show do not act as news supplements – in 
other words, taking their place alongside traditional broadcast news as a dominant 
method by which people receive their news – but more as news enhancers, or additional 
methods of transmitting news that add on to what the traditional outlets have already 
reported (Xenos & Becker, 2009).  In other words, as summarized by Young and Tisinger 
(2006, as cited in Xenos & Becker, 2009), “exposure to soft news will likely increase 
attentiveness to certain issues…contributing to an equalizing effect over time” (p. 320), at 
least relative to those who have less inherent motivation to become interested and 
engaged in politics.   
Baumgartner and Morris (2006) add that if The Daily Show has any effect on its 
viewers’ opinions, it is mainly limited only to those who watch the show only 
sporadically or barely ever.  Baumgartner and Morris’ (2006) study showed that “for 
nonwatchers, the negative effects on candidate evaluation, efficacy, and support for the 
media” (p. 356) after watching The Daily Show were markedly more intense than those 
same effects for regular viewers.  Alternatively, other findings indicated that positive 
feelings toward candidates increased more significantly for regular viewers after 
watching coverage from The CBS Evening News (Baumgartner & Morris, 2006).  It is 
possible that this is caused by regular viewers of The Daily Show exhibiting a greater deal 
of cynicism toward politics and the media than non-viewers (Baumgartner & Morris, 
2006).  Under this scenario, the negative evaluations brought on by consistently hearing 
The Daily Show’s cynical and sarcastic coverage would be adjusted positively by the 
more straightforward coverage of a traditional news broadcast (Baumgartner & Morris, 
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2006).  For this scenario to work, however, it would have to be accepted that regular 
viewers of The Daily Show only received coverage of those candidates from The Daily 
Show – and since statistics show that these regular viewers are actually more engaged and 
educated than non-viewers, this reasoning is most likely not valid (Baumgartner & 
Morris, 2006).  This, then, lends further support to Baumgartner and Morris’ (2006) 
ultimate and aforementioned conclusion.  
Thus, it can be said that exposure to programs like The Daily Show makes 
possible the acquisition of further information from traditional news media, as if The 
Daily Show was merely a gateway to true political knowledge and not another source of it 
(Xenos & Becker, 2009).  Xenos and Becker (2009) call this the “gateway effect” (p. 
330).  It should be noted, however, that Xenos and Becker’s (2009) results did not 
suggest the presence of a priming mechanism – that is, a function of a gateway structure 
that “primes” an audience to have a particular attitude toward a message – commonly 
associated with the gateway hypothesis.  Even so, those same results still offered support 
for at least a general gateway effect present in The Daily Show (Xenos & Becker, 2009).   
While The Daily Show may be widely considered to have some influence on 
people, other programs with political comedy in them are not considered to have nearly 
as much persuasive power.  More specifically, late-night talk shows such as those of Jay 
Leno, David Letterman, and Conan O’Brien are viewed as not as consequential to the 
general public as The Daily Show generally is, in terms of influence.  Xenos and Becker 
(2009) theorize that this may be due in some part to the relatively simpler kind of humor 
to be found in those comedians’ monologues.  Most people want to understand the humor 
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behind a joke in order that they might find it funny, so there is a clear subconscious 
motivation to use cognitive resources in order to do so (Xenos & Becker, 2009).  As 
fewer cognitive resources are needed in order to understand a joke made by Leno or 
Letterman (Xenos & Becker, 2009), the possibility for counterargument and skepticism is 
greater than dealing with a joke made by Stewart, as outlined in the research done by 
Polk, Young and Holbert (2009).  In addition, political comedy shows in the vein of The 
Daily Show are more likely than the late-night talk shows of Leno and Letterman to deal 
with public issues – and in a more in-depth manner at that (Cao, 2008).        
Even though The Daily Show and others may not actively facilitate the gaining of 
further political knowledge, there is evidence that suggests a correlation between 
watching the show and having a certain level of political attentiveness (Cao, 2010).  Cao 
(2010) defines attentiveness as “being able to recognize and selectively process 
information about a topic.  Thus, attentiveness to a political issue implies that individuals 
not only possess sufficient information to recognize its existence, but also expose 
themselves to additional information about it” (p. 30).  As Cao (2010) notes, however, 
just because a person is attentive to an issue does not mean that they are interested in it.  
While he admitted that he could not definitively conclude that watching The Daily Show 
was the direct cause of greater attentiveness to issues in politics among generally 
inattentive audiences, Cao (2010) conceded that claims made along those lines would not 
necessarily be off-base relative to the results from his own data. 
In an earlier study, Cao (2008) also found that those people with a higher level of 
education, such as a college degree, were more likely to acquire some kind of knowledge 
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from a political comedy show than someone with a lower level of education, such as only 
a high school diploma.  Exposure to political comedy shows is positively associated with 
political knowledge among the young and more educated, yet negatively associated with 
political knowledge among the older generation and those with less education (Cao, 
2008).  This agrees with his assertion that actually knowing the news prior to watching 
The Daily Show – which, although belonging to a younger generation that stereotypically 
does not follow the news, more educated youth would be more likely to do – makes 
watching the show more effective, as a viewer in this position is predisposed to more 
easily understand the jokes (Cao, 2008).  Despite this, Cao (2008) was unable to conclude 
that the younger viewers were more likely to gain political knowledge – in his study, he 
collected data during the primary season – from political comedy shows than the older 
viewers.  
It is interesting, then, to note that despite these conclusions – that viewers do not 
gain much new knowledge from political comedy shows – the substantive content of The 
Daily Show does not differ tremendously from that of traditional broadcast news.  Indeed, 
the amount of substantive information during the 2004 campaign season was found to be 
the same on both The Daily Show and network news, regardless of the unit of analysis 
being individual stories or the full half-hour program (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  In 
addition, a study by Baumgartner and Morris (2006) found that campaign coverage in 
2004 was driven overwhelmingly by the theme of bringing the myriad flaws of each 
candidate to light, whether accurate or merely exaggerated.  Admittedly, the kind of 
content that was presented instead of substantive information diverged wildly between 
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the two subjects – while The Daily Show predictably contained more humor than 
substance, the networks surprisingly contained coverage that was made up of primarily 
hype over substance (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  On the whole, network news stories 
on the election were shorter than those found on The Daily Show (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 
2007).  Theoretically, it could be argued that this shorter story duration gives the 
impression that The Daily Show was more in-depth in its election coverage than the 
networks.  Fox, Koloen and Sahin (2007), however, concluded that these shorter stories 
were actually an advantage – for the percentage of each story given over to substantive 
coverage on network news was actually greater than that the corresponding percentage on 
The Daily Show.  This advantage, however, was then balanced by their subsequent 
discovery that the total percentage of stories devoted to the election was smaller on 
network news than it was on The Daily Show (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).   
As a result, the study was also done using the entire program as a unit of analysis, 
in order to further normalize the data (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  The data, however, 
stayed relatively the same – showing that there was definitively no notable difference in 
substance between traditional news and The Daily Show.  This raises an intriguing, if 
problematic, question – if the two kinds of programs are equally substantive, then are 
they equally informative (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007)?  Or are they equally 
uninformative?  As Fox, Koloen, and Sahin (2007) point out,  
In an absolute sense neither of the sources examined here was particularly 
substantive, which should give pause to broadcast news executives in particular, 
and more generally to all politicians, citizens, and scholars concerned with the 
important informative function that mass media, particularly television news 
sources, serve in this democracy (p. 224). 
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If traditional news media is no more informative than a comedy show, it does not say 
much for the health of public discourse in our country. 
There is also the tone of current-day news to consider.  Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, 
Drogos, Porter, Yahn, and Zhang (2008) suggested the existence of a relative hostile 
media phenomenon, in which partisan viewers see more bias in shows with which their 
personal political viewpoints do not agree.  This bias is not completely a mental 
construct, as news has indeed begun to trend more toward overt partisanship – a trend 
that has been brought on by the increased visibility and popularity of soft news (Coe, 
Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn, & Zhang, 2008).   
It is useful to imagine news – in all its harder and softer forms – as existing along    
two continua.  The first continuum gauges the style of presentation, running from  
more objective or neutral presentation of the news to more openly opinionated  
presentation.  The second continuum gauges the primary emphasis of the news;  
some focuses more on informing the public and some more on entertaining them  
(Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn, & Zhang, 2008, p. 203).   
 
In addition, much criticism has been placed – by no less than Stewart himself, as well as 
from all corners of society – on the glorification by cable news of polarized debate and 
the subsequent decrease in the quality of discourse on cable news programming (Baym, 
2007).  Stewart, who has become a frequent media critic who bemoans the slow death of 
intelligent political discourse in the country, also charges that the press has gotten too 
carried away with generating and then amplifying the spin fed to them by politicians and 
newsmakers (Baym, 2007).   But even with this noble and high-minded vision of how the 
media should be ideally run, The Daily Show itself – a program that does not even 
consider itself an actual news show – cannot escape charges of bias.   
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It is an accepted fact among Daily Show viewers that Jon Stewart leans more 
towards the liberal side of the spectrum (Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn, & 
Zhang, 2008), but unlike other public figures with politically-driven shows, he does not 
overtly display this on air.  Even though it is well-accepted that The Daily Show has a 
liberal bias, this is perhaps more a function of its inherent purpose as a political comedy 
show than its host’s political leanings (Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn, & 
Zhang, 2008).  This inherent purpose is to satirize those in power, and at the time of the 
study – as well as for the vast majority of Stewart’s time as host – conservatives held the 
balance of power in the government (Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn, & 
Zhang, 2008).  Thus to some extent, it was unavoidable that The Daily Show give off at 
least an impression of being liberally biased.   
It is curious, however, to learn that according to that same study, The Daily Show 
was thought by viewers across all political leanings to be more biased than programs on 
CNN or even Fox News (Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn, & Zhang, 2008).  
This would seem to indicate that the “more traditional news format used by the CNN and 
Fox programs portrays a more neutral stance than does the soft news format of The Daily 
Show” (Coe, Tewksbury, Bond, Drogos, Porter, Yahn, & Zhang, 2008).  For those who 
resist the idea of the rise of The Daily Show and similar shows as legitimate news sources 
– and according to Feldman (2007), there are certainly journalists who feel that way – 
these findings could certainly support their thinking.  As Daily Show viewers generally 
show more cynicism towards the electoral process and media as a whole than non-
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viewers, there have also been fears that the younger generation may grow up into a group 
of apathetic and useless cynics (Baumgartner & Morris, 2006).   
Yet not every journalist feels that way, and cynicism may in fact be a good thing.  
Some journalists believe that The Daily Show reports news, and in some cases, reports it 
even better than the traditional media outlets (Feldman, 2007).  They point to the case of 
the Halliburton defense contract scandal in Iraq, a story which some allege The Daily 
Show itself broke the news of, as proof of their beliefs (Feldman, 2007).  These 
journalists see The Daily Show not as a threat to hard news, but rather as a so-called 
“oppositional hero – someone who is understood by journalists as breaching norms of 
professional practice but is nonetheless revered because of this very ability to be 
unburdened by convention” (Feldman, 2007, p. 419).  It is seen as an opportunity to call 
into question the applicability and value of particular conventions, most notably that of 
objectivity (Feldman, 2007).  In other words, it is  
…challenging the news media to think more expansively and more responsibly 
about what journalism should look like today.  Unable to neatly categorize The 
Daily Show, journalists are instead recognizing that comedy and entertainment 
need not be incompatible with substantive journalism.  Likewise, journalists’ 
admiration for and envy of Jon Stewart reveal a deep consideration of what it 
means to be a journalist and of the weaknesses perceived in aging journalistic 
conventions (Feldman, 2007, p. 421).   
 
This idea agrees with Baym (2005), who argued that news could be both fun and serious.  
As far as cynicism goes, it can easily be argued that a populace that is on the whole more 
cynical towards and less trusting of the government and media are less likely to be fooled 
and manipulated by those institutions – thus resulting in a healthier democracy 
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(Baumgartner & Morris, 2006).  Jon Stewart can scarcely have dreamed when he took 
over from Craig Kilborn that his show would come to mean so much to so many people.        
 Yet, when one takes the theoretical framework of agenda-setting into 
consideration, it becomes apparent that The Daily Show has always had the inherent 
potential to be influential, regardless of its status as a soft news program.  Although 
agenda-setting does not affect everybody in the same fashion, media coverage does 
indeed have a strong general influence on audience perceptions of issues (Coleman & 
McCombs, 2007).  Moon (2009) conducted a study in which she performed content 
analysis on stories in the New York Times and on NBC Nightly News.  The stories she 
analyzed were those that she had deemed to be most relevant to data she had collected 
from an American National Election Studies (ANES) survey taken during and shortly 
after the 2004 presidential campaign.  After poring over the results, she determined that 
the issues she would code for in the stories “diplomacy, government spending, defense 
spending, government health insurance, jobs, aid to Blacks, environment, gun access and 
women’s equal role” (Moon, 2009, p. 9).  The questions posed by the survey were 
worded as such: “‘How important is this issue to you personally?’” (Moon, 2009, p. 9).  
Moon filtered the news stories so that she was left with only those that dealt explicitly 
with one of the aforementioned topics, leaving her with over 2,700 articles from the 
Times and nearly 450 stories from NBC.  These stories were then used in conjunction 
with the survey data in order to search for correlations between media use, agenda-
setting, and civic engagement – a search which showed, among other things, that “TV 
news agenda-setting affects civic participation” (Moon, 2009, p. 23). 
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 To summarize, it is worthwhile to remember some broad points outlined in the 
review of the literature.  First is that although The Daily Show is fundamentally based on 
the structure of traditional news broadcasts, it remains a comedy show in its humorous 
treatment of video clips, sound clips, and stories themselves.  While there are many 
different ways in which this humor is accomplished, it remains the self-stated goal of Jon 
Stewart and his associates to make fun of the news rather than present it (Fox, Koloen, & 
Sahin, 2007).  At the same time, however, it is apparent that there is some knowledge to 
be gained from watching The Daily Show, despite – or even perhaps because of – this 
comedic grounding (Cao, 2008; Gaines, 2007).  After all, it was shown that traditional 
broadcasts and The Daily Show contain no notable different in the amount of substantial 
information available in a given episode (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  It is likely that 
Stewart’s audience, without even meaning to, gains knowledge from his show despite 
watching it solely to be entertained (Cao, 2008).  With the well-documented decline in 
quality of traditional news, it prompts a serious reconsidering, then, not only of The Daily 
Show’s place in the current public discourse – but also of the ways in which news can be 
delivered most effectively in the future (Harrington, 2008). 
As has been shown in this review of the literature, The Daily Show – although it is 
decidedly not journalism in the traditional sense – is no less a part of the television news 
industry than ABC World News, NBC Nightly News, or The CBS Evening News (Baym, 
2005).  Because of this, it arguably has just as much potential rhetorical capability to 
shape its audience’s agenda as any of these industry-accepted forms of news (Coleman & 
McCombs, 2007).  With a substantial link already established between The Daily Show 
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and positive knowledge impacts on its audience, what remains to be seen – and what this 
paper will investigate – is whether it actually plays a part in contributing to the national 
discourse (Cao, 2008).  If it does, then the calls by scholars such as Harrington (2008) to 
inaugurate a new era of news program may be even more valid than previously thought.  
If not, then the debate becomes all the more complicated.  Either way, the mere fact that a 
self-described comedy program is inciting studies of this kind is a milestone in the field 
of journalism.   
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Methodology 
 To conduct this study, a threefold approach was used – one which involved 
original research based on both content and textual analyses of The Daily Show, original 
research based on a content analysis of ABC World News Tonight, NBC Nightly News, 
and The CBS Evening News, and an analysis of existing data from the 2004 ANES 
survey. 
 12 dates were selected for this study, two each from the period of June 2004 to 
November 2004 – or approximately the duration of the presidential election campaign.  
12 was selected as a convenience sample not only because of its practicality in choosing 
dates, but also because it was determined to strike the best balance between being a 
significant yet manageable sample size.  Each date was chosen approximately two weeks 
apart, and was randomly selected within that given week.  This method was employed in 
order to make sure that no biases on the basis of story content crept into the selection 
process – biases which could potentially skew the final results.   For each date, the 
corresponding episodes of The Daily Show, ABC World News Tonight, NBC Nightly 
News, and CBS Evening News were watched and analyzed.  Analysis was done on the 
basis of the broad story topic for each separate story or segment.  It was performed based 
on the concept of an emergent design.  Instead of pre-ordaining what topics would be 
analyzed, the stories appearing on the episodes of each show dictated what topics would 
appear in the data set.  This was done in order to avoid falsely skewing the results, given 
the small sample size.   
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Once the data collection was complete, it was first analyzed on the basis of the 
frequency with which designated topics appeared from show to show – using such 
statistics as Percentage of Total and Average Position – and then cross-referenced with 
data from the same ANES survey used by Moon (2009).  This cross-referencing served to 
determine what kind of an effect, if any, The Daily Show was having on the inferred 
agenda of the population.  This was accomplished by comparing the ranked topic 
frequencies of the four shows with the ranked issues according to the ANES survey data.  
The ANES data, while not explicitly providing this information, was utilized based on the 
percentage of respondents who indicated that they had at least thought about a given issue 
– no matter their position.  In other words, the higher this percentage, the higher that 
issue was deemed to have been ranked.  The ANES topics were used as guidelines in how 
broad to define a topic, but were not used in the actual analytical process.   
The Average Position of each story topic was determined by adding up the total 
value of every story’s position within a given newscast, regardless of story topic – where 
the first story had a value of 1, the second story a value of 2, and so on – dividing by the 
summation of all a given category’s positions within the 12 newscasts, and then 
multiplying by the percentage of the total corresponding to that given category.  This 
weighting of the categories was done to offset their unequal distribution – for while 
stories covering the election might lead off the broadcast with the first two spots, the third 
election story of the night could be the 10th and final one.  Therefore, hypothetically 
giving the “Presidential Election” topic an Average Position of 4.3 for the night and the 
one story involving Iraq an Average Position of 3 because it happened to run in the third 
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spot seemed to be a bit misleading.  Thus, if the Presidential Election was covered in 24 
of 57 stories – as it was in The Daily Show data, for which this same method was used – 
and had a summation of 54 positions out of a possible 167, one would divide 167 by 57 
and then multiply by .421 (the percentage of the total in decimal form) to get a weighted 
Average Position of 1.3.  Because everything is weighted, the results for Average 
Positions become not only much more relative and less based on a scale beginning at 1, 
but also inverted.  In other words, the larger the number for the Average Position, the 
more highly that topic usually appeared in a broadcast.  A weighted Average Position of 
1, however does not necessarily mean that that topic was on average the lead story – it 
merely means that it was relatively higher than most of the other topics, based on their 
own Average Positions.    
A textual analysis was then performed on corresponding episodes of The Daily 
Show.  This was done by examining how each story was handled within the program – 
what kinds of jokes were made, the highlights of each story covered, if the overall tenor 
of the segment was positive or negative, and so on.  The goal of this additional analysis 
was to provide more evidence to the conclusions drawn from the initial contextual 
analysis.  If significant discrepancies were found between the rankings of issue-
importance in the ANES survey data and issue frequency in The Daily Show, then 
perhaps they could be explained by evidence of Jon Stewart undercutting a given issue on 
the show.  Conversely, if there were negligible discrepancies found between the rankings 
of issue importance in the survey data and issue frequency in The Daily Show, evidence 
could show that Stewart was supporting a given issue on the show. 
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Findings 
 After examining the ABC, CBS and NBC news broadcasts from my sample, a 
total of 319 stories had been counted.  This was an average of nearly 27 stories on any 
given night between the three networks, or about nine per program.  More relevant to this 
study were the 20 individual story topics that emerged from the data.  They are listed 
below, along with a brief description: 
 Domestic Events – Events that happened within the United States 
 Presidential Election – Anything pertaining to the 2004 Presidential Election 
 Iraq – Events or policies relating to the War in Iraq 
 Economy – Reports or events relating to the economy  
Health – Events or reports relating to medicine or health 
Government – Government reports or events specifically related to the  
  government        
 Foreign Events – Events that happened outside of the United States 
 Terrorism – Events relating to terrorism 
 Weather – Events relating to the weather 
 Olympics – Events relating to the 2004 Athens Olympics 
Domestic Policy – Reports on domestic policy 
 Afghanistan – Events or policies relating to the War in Afghanistan 
 Politics – Events relating to politics, usually regarding the non-presidential  
    campaigns 
 Historical – Stories about past events 
 Science – Reports on scientific matters, not necessarily having to be scientific  
     papers 
Foreign Policy – Reports on foreign policy 
Sports – Events relating to general sports, such as Major League Baseball 
 Technology – Reports on technology 
 Religion – Reports on religious matters 
 Education – Reports on educational matters 
Below is Table 1, which shows the data from the broadcast networks.  The headings are 
as follows: Total (the total story count for that topic), Per Night (average number of 
stories on that topic on all three networks, Per Show (average number of stories on that 
topic on one program), Percentage of Total (the overall total of 319 stories), and Average 
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Position (the average spot within a newscast that a story with that subject matter 
generally landed).  The table is organized from the most frequent topic to the least 
frequent topic.   
Table 1 – Raw Data on Topics from the Network News Broadcasts 
Category Total Per Night Per Show Percentage of Total Average Position 
Domestic Events 61 5.1 1.7 19.1% 0.8 
Presidential Election 51 4.3 1.4 16% 1.1 
Iraq 38 3.2 1.1 12% 2 
Economy 28 2.3 0.8 8.8% 0.8 
Health 26 2.2 0.7 8.2% 0.9 
Government 24 2 0.7 7.5% 1.2 
Foreign Events 23 1.9 0.6 7.2% 1 
Terrorism 18 1.5 0.5 5.6% 1.7 
Weather 10 0.8 0.3 3.1% 1.4 
Olympics 9 0.8 0.3 2.8% 0.7 
Domestic Policy 6 0.5 0.2 1.9% 1.3 
Afghanistan 5 0.4 0.1 1.6% 1.2 
Politics 5 0.4 0.1 1.6% 1.2 
Foreign Policy 3 0.3 0.1 1% 1.8 
Historical 3 0.3 0.1 1% 0.8 
Science 3 0.3 0.1 1% 0.6 
Sports 2 0.2 0.06 0.6% 0.6 
Technology 2 0.2 0.06 0.6% 0.8 
Education 1 0.1 0.03 0.3% 0.6 
Religion 1 0.1 0.03 0.3% 0.6 
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If this data is re-organized, a different order emerges – as seen below in Table 2.  
The given headings denote the same things as in Table 1, except that they are now listed 
based on the Average Position instead of the total amount of times the topic appeared.  
The topic with the highest Average Position is listed at the top, and the topic with the 
lowest Average Position is listed at the bottom.  
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Table 2 – Topics on the Network News Sorted by Average Position 
Categories Total Average Position 
Iraq 38 2 
Foreign Policy 3 1.8 
Terrorism 18 1.7 
Weather 10 1.4 
Domestic Policy 6 1.3 
Government 24 1.2 
Afghanistan 5 1.2 
Politics 5 1.2 
Presidential Election 51 1.1 
Foreign Events 23 1 
Health 26 0.9 
Domestic Events 61 0.8 
Economy 28 0.8 
Historical 3 0.8 
Technology 2 0.8 
Olympics 9 0.7 
Science 3 0.6 
Sports 2 0.6 
Education 1 0.6 
Religion 1 0.6 
 
When the two rankings – based first on total number of stories and then on 
Average Position – are set side by side, as in Table 3, the differing results become more 
apparent.  Table 3 is organized by the topics’ frequency ranks, with the Average Position 
rank listed correspondingly as a comparison.  In the case of a tie in the data, the 
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frequency ranks were determined alphabetically while the Average Position ranks were 
determined based on the total number of stories. 
Table 3 – Topics on the Network News Ranked by Topic Frequency and Average Position 
Categories Rank for Total Rank for Average Position 
Domestic Events 1st 12th 
Presidential Election 2nd 9th 
Iraq 3rd 1st 
Economy 4th 13th 
Health 5th 11th 
Government 6th 6th 
Foreign Events 7th 10th 
Terrorism 8th 3rd 
Weather 9th 4th 
Olympics 10th 16th 
Domestic Policy 11th 5th 
Afghanistan 12th 7th 
Politics 13th 8th 
Foreign Policy 14th 2nd 
Historical 15th 14th 
Science 16th 17th 
Sports 17th 18th 
Technology 18th 15th 
Education 19th 19th 
Religion 20th 20th 
 
Similarly, after examining the Daily Show broadcasts from the sample, a total of 
57 stories were counted.  This was an average of nearly 5 stories on any given night.  As 
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with the network news broadcasts, several broad categories of story topics were identified 
– many of which overlapped with topics from the network news.  They are listed below 
in, along with a brief description of what categorized them: 
 Presidential Election – Anything pertaining to the 2004 Presidential Election 
 Politics – Events relating to politics, usually regarding the non-presidential  
    campaigns 
 Entertainment – Primarily interviews with actors 
 Domestic Events – Events that happened within the United States 
 Miscellaneous – Segments that had no real news value, and were primarily  
    humorous 
 Iraq – Events or policies relating to the War in Iraq 
 Technology – Reports on technology 
 Foreign Events – Events that happened outside of the United States 
 Science – Reports on scientific matters, not necessarily having to be scientific  
     papers 
Government – Government reports or events specifically related to the  
  government        
Domestic Policy – Reports on domestic policy 
 Media – Reports on the media 
Sports – Events relating to general sports, such as Major League Baseball 
Health – Events or reports relating to medicine or health 
 Business – Reports on business 
Foreign Policy – Reports on foreign policy 
 
Table 4 documents the data gleaned from The Daily Show. The headings are the same as 
for the network news: Total (the total story count for that topic), Per Show (average 
number of stories on that topic per show), Percentage of Total (the overall total of 57 
stories), and Average Position (the average spot within a given show that a story with that 
subject matter generally landed).  There was, however, the exclusion of “Per Night” as a 
heading – as the data all originally came from one show on one network, there was no 
need to break it down both by night and program.  The table is organized from the most 
frequent topic to the least frequent topic. 
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Table 4 - Raw Data on Topics from The Daily Show 
Category Total Per Show Percentage of Total Average Position 
Presidential Election 24 2 42.1% 1.3 
Politics 7 0.6 12.3% 0.9 
Domestic Events 5 0.4 8.8% 1.6 
Entertainment 5 0.4 8.8% 0.6 
Foreign Events 2 0.2 3.5% 1 
Iraq 2 0.2 3.5% 1.5 
Miscellaneous 2 0.2 3.5% 0.7 
Technology 2 0.2 3.5% 1.5 
Business 1 0.1 1.8% 0.8 
Domestic Policy 1 0.1 1.8% 1 
Foreign Policy 1 0.1 1.8% 0.8 
Government 1 0.1 1.8% 3 
Health 1 0.1 1.8% 1.5 
Media 1 0.1 1.8% 0.8 
Science 1 0.1 1.8% 0.6 
Sports 1 0.1 1.8% 3 
  
Now if the data is re-organized, a slightly different order emerges, as shown 
below in Table 5.  As with Table 2, the data is now The given headings denote the same 
things as in Table 1, except that they are now listed based on the Average Position 
instead of the total amount of times the topic appeared.  The topic with the highest 
Average Position is listed at the top, and the topic with the lowest Average Position is 
listed at the bottom.  
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Table 5 - Topics on The Daily Show Sorted by Average Position 
Categories Total Average Position 
Government 1 3 
Sports 1 3 
Domestic Events 5 1.6 
Iraq 2 1.5 
Technology 2 1.5 
Health 1 1.5 
Presidential Election 24 1.3 
Foreign Events 2 1 
Domestic Policy 1 1 
Politics 7 0.9 
Business 1 0.8 
Foreign Policy 1 0.8 
Media 1 0.8 
Miscellaneous 2 0.7 
Entertainment 5 0.6 
Science 1 0.6 
 
When placed side by side in Table 6, the rankings illuminate the patterns much 
more tangibly.  Table 6 is organized by the topics’ frequency ranks, with the Average 
Position rank listed correspondingly as a comparison.  In the case of a tie in the data, the 
frequency ranks were determined alphabetically while the Average Position ranks were 
determined based on the total number of stories. 
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Table 6 - Topics on The Daily Show Ranked by Topic Frequency and Average Position 
Categories Rank for Total Rank for Average Position 
Presidential Election 1st 7th 
Politics 2nd 10th 
Domestic Events 3rd 3rd 
Entertainment 4th 15th 
Foreign Events 5th 8th 
Iraq 6th 4th 
Miscellaneous 7th 14th 
Technology 8th 5th 
Business 9th 11th 
Domestic Policy 10th 9th 
Foreign Policy 11th 12th 
Government 12th 1st 
Health 13th 6th 
Media 14th 13th 
Science 15th 16th 
Sports 16th 2nd 
 
The data from the ANES survey itself contained different, yet somewhat similar, 
categories of its own based on the questions asked.  These categories were kept as 
originally worded, so as to avoid any confusion as to the actual meaning behind them.  It 
was felt that changing a category’s label, even slightly, might irreparably distort the 
audience interpretations of the data.  A concerted effort was made so that the ANES 
categories were not fused together with the network news and Daily Show categories in a 
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manner approximating that of trying to fit a square peg in a round hole.   The ANES 
categories are listed below: 
 Social Welfare – roughly analogous to the category of Domestic Policy 
 Role of Government – roughly analogous to the category of Government 
 Race – not analogous to any category from broadcast news or The Daily Show 
 Social Issues – also roughly analogous to the category of Domestic Policy,  
distinguished from Social Welfare by the nature of the issues in    
question 
Military – not analogous to any category from broadcast news of The Daily Show   
Foreign Policy – analogous to the category of Foreign Policy 
Below is Table 7, which simply details the above topics and the corresponding 
percentages of people that responded as having paid attention to them.  To reiterate, the 
percentages were arrived at by subtracting the percentage respondents who answered a 
survey question regarding that topic with an answer of “Haven’t Thought About It”. 
 
Table 7 – The Importance of Topics from the ANES Survey 
Categories Percentage of People That Had Thought About It 
Foreign Policy 99 
Social Issues 97 
Social Welfare 89 
Role of Government 89 
Military 85 
Race 75 
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Analysis 
 In analyzing the data generated by the study’s observations, it was apparent that 
Domestic Events was the story topic that was most often covered by the network news 
broadcasts, with 10 more stories than the second-most frequent topic (the Presidential 
Election).  The next-most frequent topic was Iraq, with 38 occurrences.  All three of 
these top topic frequencies – Domestic Events, Presidential Election, and Iraq – primarily 
dealt with events rather than policy.  This is perhaps unsurprising, given that news by its 
very nature is concerned with the happenings of the world.  By the same token, this heavy 
reliance on event-driven news – the aforementioned topics alone making up 47.1% if the 
319 total stories – makes it easier for the network news broadcasts to cover a multitude of 
stories in one program, a trend which Harrington (2008) alluded to when describing the 
rise of popular news and current events coverage.  This rise, of course, comes at the 
expense of higher quality news, such as “rational analysis and thorough, dispassionate 
investigation” (MacDonald, 2000, as cited in Harrington, 2008, p. 268).  This being the 
preferred modus operandi of the large majority of contemporary news outlets, it should 
come as no surprise that the kinds of topics primarily covered are those which lend 
themselves more to this rapid-fire coverage than other topics.   
Accordingly, Domestic Policy and Foreign Policy accounted for only nine total 
stories.  By way of comparison, Weather was covered by itself in 10 stories.  Policy by its 
very nature demands more in-depth coverage, and in the fast-moving, sound-bite-driven, 
and instant-news-obsessed media culture we presently live in, it has become less 
economically feasible for media outlets to spend much time in their broadcasts on 
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important matters of policy – as Harrington (2008) notes that “various news programs 
have often resorted to populist strategies in order to maximize ratings” (p. 271).  Even 
stories under the topic of Government – which would presumably mostly be about 
government policy and decision-making – were instead primarily about the release of 
government reports or personnel decisions.   
 What is more surprising, however, were the Average Positions of some of the 
respective categories.  Admittedly, it was not a shock in some sense that the less frequent 
story topics – such as Science and Sports – also possessed some of the lowest Average 
Positions at 0.6 each, owing to their non-importance relative to the more newsworthy 
events of the day.  Additionally, Domestic Events and the Presidential Election – far and 
away the two most common story topics – were in the middle of the pack with respect to 
their Average Positions of 0.8 and 1.1, respectively.  Although these types of stories 
repeatedly found themselves at or near the top of a broadcast, they would also appear 
frequently near the end of the program as a kind of less-substantial kicker to the news of 
the day.  For example, Domestic Events were the last stories on each of the three 
networks on June 22.  While CBS and NBC both ended their broadcasts with the release 
of Bill Clinton’s autobiography, ABC chose to end its program with a story about the 
issues facing the country’s national parks (Fisher & Bloom, 2004; Brokaw & Holey, 
2004; Heinz & Boucher, 2004).  Conversely, the topics which had a higher Average 
Position fell into one of two categories.  On the one hand, as in the case of Iraq and its 
highest Average Position of 2, any story on the subject was deadly serious and held much 
import for the security of the country, which necessitated more prominent positioning of 
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those stories no matter the frequency of the topic.  On the other hand, as in the case of 
Weather and its fourth-highest Average Position of 1.4, it is primarily a case of the event 
being such a singular occurrence that the mere novelty of it drives it to be earlier in the 
newscast.  Weather oddities such as El Niño are much less likely to occur than a 
nondescript presidential campaign event – thus, they are often higher in the program. 
 By comparison, the data from The Daily Show shows a heavy favoring of the 
Presidential Election as a story topic.  The Presidential Election accounted for 42.1% of 
the total stories, or over three times as many stories as the next most-frequent topic of 
Politics.  Considering that the only other two topics to occur five times or more were 
Domestic Events and Entertainment, it is clear that there is at least some credence to Jon 
Stewart’s repeated declarations that The Daily Show is not a legitimate news source (Fox, 
Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  After all, stories on Domestic Events – which were far and 
away the most-often covered topics on the network news – occurred with the same 
frequency as stories on Entertainment, which were primarily interviews with actors who 
were on the show to promote their new movies.  This supports Stewart’s claim that they 
feel no necessity to cover all the main stories of the day (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  It 
is perhaps most easily explained given the discrepancy between the average number of 
stories on each program on a given night – just under five stories for The Daily Show 
compared to nearly nine for the network news.  But there is another possible reason, one 
of more importance relative to the overall tone of The Daily Show.  For, as can be 
surmised, it is far easier to make fun of politics than it is war or the other typical events 
that make up a newscast. 
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   This, to a greater extent than the number of stories on any given program, goes 
directly to the heart of Stewart’s claim.  The Daily Show’s self-stated goal is to be a 
comedy show rather than a news show (Fox, Koloen, & Sahin, 2007).  Therefore, it 
makes sense that Stewart and his writers would choose to only do stories about topics that 
are easier targets for comedy.  Even when dealing with the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
the focus is usually on the incompetence of those making the decisions or the absurdity of 
war itself – never on the horrific realities of battle.  For example, a story concerning Iraq 
on July 8 – in a recurring segment jokingly entitled “Mess O’Potamia” revolved around 
recent troop call-ups (Havlan & O’Neill, 2008)  It was a story unreported by the network 
news, but they presumably would have given biographic and geographic information on 
the units deployed, as well as a general description of their probable mission.  The Daily 
Show, however, chose to focus its report on what Stewart deemed to be the inane call-up 
of army musicians – more specifically, on the noted call-up of “one euphonium player” 
(Havlan & O’Neill, 2008).   
 Somewhat surprisingly, then, was the discovery that Domestic Events and Iraq 
both had very high Average Positions – 1.6 and 1.5 respectively, good for 3rd- and 4th-
highest out of the 16 topics – while the Presidential Election and Politics had relatively 
lower Average Positions of 1.3 and 0.9 respectively, which placed them at 7th and 10th 
among the topics.  At face value, it appears that although The Daily Show clearly favored 
running more stories focusing on the election and politics, they didn’t see fit to run them 
very highly in the program – perhaps undermining the potential agenda-setting effect on 
the audience.  A closer look at the data, however, yields an explanation for this 
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phenomenon.  On two occasions – September 2 and November 3 – the only kinds of 
stories done on the program were about the election (Havlan & O’Neill, 2008; Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2008).  Since stories one through five or one through four, respectively, were all 
about the same topic, the Average Position of that topic – in this case, the election – 
becomes slightly depressed, even with the weighted formula.  Thus, the lower Average 
Positions here are just as likely a function of those topics’ saturation in the programs as 
they are of solely lower positioning. 
 As a way of further illustration, Government – the topic with the highest Average 
Position – occurred with the 12th-highest frequency, making up just less than 2% of the 
total stories with one sole story to its credit.  On August 24, the night that one story ran – 
a story about the creation of a National Intelligence Director, which went curiously 
unreported by any of the network news broadcasts – it was the lead story (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  Because this was Government’s only appearance as a topic, its Average 
Position was calculated solely on this one – possibly atypical – positioning at the top of 
the program.  That Average Position, which came out to be 3, was tied for first in the 
Average Position rankings.  Coincidentally, the topic it tied with, Sports, was another 
one-appearance topic. 
 While Domestic Events topped the rankings for topic frequency for the network 
news broadcasts and the Presidential Election did the same for The Daily Show, a 
different topic entirely was to be found at the top of the ANES survey data rankings.  
According to the responses, 99 percent of people had thought about Foreign Policy – 
more than any other topic covered by the survey.  In second, with 97 percent of 
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respondents denoting that they had thought about it, was Social Issues.  Social Issues was 
determined to be roughly analogous to Domestic Policy, as was Social Welfare, which 
was tied for third at 89 percent.  Thus, three of the top four topics thought about by the 
American public, according to the ANES survey, were nowhere to be found even close to 
the top of the rankings for the network news and The Daily Show.  Foreign Policy ranked 
14th and 11th, respectively, while Domestic Policy ranked 11th and 10th.  It was not until 
the other topic that was tied for third in the ANES data, Role of Government, that a 
possible connection was found between rankings – for even though Government ranked 
12th on The Daily Show, it was a respectable 6th on the network news.  As the remaining 
two categories – Military and Race – are not analogous to any topic from the network 
news or The Daily Show, it is impossible to compare them. 
 If a relationship is not to be found in the topic frequency, then maybe it will be 
found when considering the Average Position.  When looking at the data from the 
network news, we see that Foreign Policy ranked 2nd – behind only Iraq – while 
Domestic Policy ranked 5th and Government ranked 6th.  While this does not match up 
perfectly with the ANES data, it is worth noting two things.  The first of these is that the 
three categories were ranked in the same order for Average Position as they were in topic 
importance in the ANES survey – while the second is that the topics ranked 1st, 3rd and 4th 
in Average Position were not included in the ANES survey.  Considering that there is not 
a huge range between the Average Positions of Foreign Policy and Government, it seems 
safe to treat the three topics as consecutive.  Thus, for all intents and purposes, the 
network news data line up in perfect order with the ANES survey.  
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On Jon Stewart’s show, Foreign Policy is ranked 12th, Domestic Policy 9th, and 
Government 1st in terms of Average Position.  There are a few things to note here, as well 
– the first of which is that the Average Positions are organized in the exact reverse order 
of their importance according to the ANES survey.  So while Role of Government was 
tied for 3rd with 89 percent of people thinking about it in the survey, on The Daily Show, 
Government is on average the highest-slotted story on the program.  The opposite is true 
for Foreign Policy, which all but one percent of respondents to the ANES survey 
indicated having thought about – yet its Average Position on The Daily Show is very 
close to the bottom.  Even if they were organized in the same way as in the survey data, it 
would be impractical to consider them as consecutive similar to what was done with the 
topics of the network news.  This is because of the vastly greater range of Average 
Positions – with the network news, the range was four, but with The Daily Show, the 
range is 11.  Too many topics would thus be ignored if they were to simply cast them 
aside as with the network news. 
There are two broad patterns that can be seen upon further inspection of this data.  
The first is that by and large, the topic frequency – on both the network news and The 
Daily Show – had little to no measurable influence on how much people thought about a 
given topic.  In fact, the highest-ranked topics from the ANES data were mostly ranked 
10th or below in the topic frequency rankings – with the exception of Government, which 
ranked 6th on the network news, but was tied for 3rd according to the ANES data.  If the 
highest-ranked topic by frequency corresponded to the topic that was considered to be the 
least important among topics which were also found on the network news and The Daily 
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Show, then it really doesn’t suggest much of a correlation between topic frequency and 
topic importance. 
Secondly, there seems to be evidence for a relationship between Average Position 
and topic importance – but primarily on the network news.  The three topics on the 
network news that were analogous to topics in the ANES survey all ranked within the top 
five for Average Position.  On The Daily Show, however, there was seemingly no 
relationship.  Out of the same three topics, only one was ranked in the single digits – and 
that was Government, which although it was tied for 1st in terms of Average Position, was 
tied for 3rd among the ANES survey topics.  Similarly to topic frequency, there would not 
seem to be much of a correlation relative to The Daily Show if the topic with the highest 
Average Frequency was considered the least important of the shared topics.     
In summary, then, it would appear that – by none of the measurable standards that 
have been employed in this study – there is not much evidence that The Daily Show has 
any substantial influence in setting the agenda of the general public.  There is some 
evidence to suggest that the network news has at least some influence on setting the 
agenda – and given the general premise of agenda-setting as a theory, it is certainly a 
credible suggestion to accept.  This dual discovery – that the network news has some 
impact on agenda-setting, while The Daily Show does not – bodes well for the health of 
traditional media, and can at least be some measure of reassurance for those fearful, for 
whatever reason, of Jon Stewart’s increasing relevance beyond the realm of comedy.  
Given the enormous popularity of The Daily Show, and the demonstrated evidence in 
some of the scholarly research (Baumgartner & Morris, 2006; Cao, 2008; Xenos & 
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Becker, 2009) that The Daily Show does influence its audience in other ways, it may 
prove useful to look a little more closely at the actual content of some of the episodes.  In 
this way, analysis can be done on how different subjects were treated – possibly revealing 
some kind of pattern beyond what the numbers alone can demonstrate. 
A good place to start is with the topic of Government, which was tied for the 
highest-ranked topic on The Daily Show by Average Position – with an Average Position 
of 3, nearly double the 3rd-highest – and corresponded to the 3rd-most important topic 
according to the ANES data.  The story regarding Government was run on August 24, as 
the lead story on a night with only three different stories (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  This 
story – which was not covered on any of the network news broadcasts that night, but was 
referred to in earlier broadcasts on August 10 – was about the proposed creation of the 
job of National Intelligence Director (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  The two that followed it 
were a Domestic story – about a man who had slashed gas prices at his gas station, and 
was summarily evicted by his parent company – and an Election story, which was an 
interview with John Kerry that ran nearly 11 and a half minutes (Havlan & O’Neill, 
2004).  While the Government story was ostensibly about the creation of that job, much 
of the segment was instead given over to skewering statements that the chairman of the 
Senate Intelligence Committee, Senator Pat Roberts, made while on CBS’s Face the 
Nation (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Roberts was arguing that the creation of a National 
Intelligence Director was not adequate, and that the entire CIA needed to be restructured 
(Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  What Stewart focused on, however, was Sen. Roberts’ 
comment that “…we [the committee] just sort of stepped back from the trees, and instead 
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of worrying about boxes and agencies and turf, just said ‘what would you put together 
now that, uh, really represents an answer…’”, and subsequent reiteration of the ignoring 
of boxes, agencies and turf (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Upon hearing this statement on 
the original program or within the context of a traditional news broadcast, one would not 
stop to think twice about the absurdity of what Sen. Roberts had just said.  With Stewart 
as a passive-aggressive commentator, however, the absurdity is brought to the forefront.  
His reaction at the end of the clip is a highly perplexed look, followed by the statement 
that “that’s good, because the turf and the agencies with the boxes, that’s not good” 
(Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).   
He then played two more clips of Sen. Roberts remarking that “it [the plan] is not 
a tablet, you know, coming down from the mountain written in stone” and “anybody 
wants to lob a brick bat or two, well, you know, we’re perfectly ready” (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  Stewart immediately responds, “What are you talking about?  Tablet, 
brick bat – you know what, I’m sorry.  You are, from now on, forbidden from using 
imagery.  It’s over for you” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  What characterizes this segment, 
then, is a focus that is not truly on government, or even the ridiculousness of political 
theater – but rather on the ridiculous comments of a senator on a CBS Sunday morning 
show.  Additionally, given the nature of the Kerry interview later on in the show, it was 
clear that this story – while the lead story – was not the focal point of the program. 
The other top-ranked topic by Average Position on The Daily Show – Sports – 
was also a one-story topic.  This story ran on October 21, and was about the upcoming 
appearance of the Boston Red Sox in the World Series (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  The 
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stories that followed were Health (a vaccine shortage), Politics (Senate elections), 
Business (Wal-Marts in Mexico and Hawaii), and Entertainment (an interview with actor 
Billy Crudup) (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Much of the humor was derived from the 
pessimistic nature of Red Sox fans, as embodied by correspondent Rob Corddry (Havlan 
& O’Neill, 2004).  Corddry, who is from the Boston area, was said to be reporting from 
Boston – but, as is usual on The Daily Show, was merely standing in front of a green 
screen (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Corddry responds to Stewart’s congratulations and 
questions about the mood in Boston with increasingly ridiculous and improbably answers 
that were served to exaggerate the famous Boston pessimism.  “I’d say the mood here is 
hopeful – um, cautiously optimistic.  People here feel the Sox have the Yankees more or 
less where they want ‘em [sic], but only time will tell,” Corddry noted when asked about 
the mood in Boston (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  When Stewart pointed out to him that the 
Red Sox had already beaten the Yankees to win the American League pennant, Corddry 
quickly cut him off, saying  
No, don’t, don’t, Jon, Jon – you’re gonna [sic] jinx it man.  You’re gonna [sic] 
jinx it.  Something could still happen.  Um, there could be a forfeit, or the pennant 
could go through Buckner’s legs – I don’t know.  Derek Jeter could fly counter-
clockwise around the Earth real, real fast ‘til [sic] it’s the night before like 
Superman did.  It’s the Yankees, Jon, they’re always pulling [stuff] like that 
(Havlan & O’Neill, 2004)  
 
The rest of the segment continued in much the same way, with Stewart playing straight 
man to Corddry’s outlandish predictions of gloom and doom (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  
The segment drew to a close with Corddry, who had earlier mentioned that failure was all 
he knew and expressed doubt that “success” was actually a word, staring longingly off-
screen at the thought of blowing the World Series in some “staggeringly Biblical fashion” 
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– which in turn would lead to heartbreak, and a presumed return to a skewed version of 
normal for generations of tormented Red Sox fans (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  What 
characterizes this story, then, is not so much a focus on the actual news – as was the case 
with the story on the National Intelligence Director – but taking the facet of the story that 
is most easily mocked, made fun of, or exaggerated, and making that the new focus.  In 
this case, it was the rabid, but morbid way in which Red Sox fans cheered on their team 
after 86 championship-less years.   
If this was the way in which topics with the highest Average Position – and 
correspondingly low importance – were treated, then how were topics with the highest 
topic frequency treated?  These topics were the Presidential Election and Politics.  We 
will first look at Presidential Election, which appeared a total of 24 times over 10 out of 
the 12 chosen episodes.  On five of these 10 episodes, the Presidential Election 
accounted for at least half of the stories covered, and made up all of the stories on two 
episodes.  The story we will primarily look at as a representative story ran as the lead 
story on the June 22 episode, and was about the Vice Presidential choice of third-party 
candidate Ralph Nader – a story that was nowhere to be found among the network news 
broadcasts of the night (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  That in and of itself is interesting, but 
consider also that none of the other four stories covered that night – two Politics, one 
concerning the resignation of the Connecticut governor and the other lobbyists in 
Washington, D.C., one Technology about the successful first flight of SpaceShip One, 
and one Entertainment in an interview with actress Ashley Judd – were covered by ABC, 
CBS or NBC.  While this is yet more evidence for Stewart’s claim that he does not 
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anchor a news program, it is also a useful direct insight into the question of The Daily 
Show’s impact on agenda-setting.  On a night when Jon Stewart reported on topics that 
were in no way related to the stories covered on the network news, none of the topics 
were those that were ranked the highest in importance by the ANES survey.  Admittedly, 
this one episode is a small part of the sample – but the fact remains that, relative to the 
small size of the study, it lays bare The Daily Show’s relative inability to set the general 
public’s agenda.   
The story itself dealt with the press conference at which Nader announced the 
selection of his running mate.  Stewart showed the clip of Nader making the 
announcement – an act that would probably not warrant a second look if one was 
watching it independent of another medium (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  However, when 
filtered through the medium of The Daily Show – when viewers are more acutely looking 
for what Stewart will lampoon – there is somewhat of a hint of dourness that can be seen 
in Nader’s body language and heard in his delivery.  Stewart confirms as much, joking 
that “even he [Nader] seems disappointed in the selection” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  
Nader, presumably, was quite satisfied with his selection – but his lack of enthusiasm and 
authority in announcing it seemed to suggest otherwise, at least from a comedic 
standpoint.  The next video clip was introduced by Stewart saying that “Camejo used his 
acceptance speech to stress the importance of third parties,” and it featured Camejo 
vigorously denouncing the similarities between the two mainstream candidates (Havlan 
& O’Neill, 2004).  Again, this would seem fine if viewed on its own – but viewed 
through the prism of The Daily Show, and Stewart’s humorous response of “whoa, slow 
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down.  Save it for the debates you won’t be invited to,” it was apparent that Camejo’s 
passion, while admirable, was ultimately irrelevant in the grand scheme of things.   
Stewart’s final jab came after a clip of Camejo stating that “Ralph Nader is an 
historic figure in American history, and I don’t think people understand who he is yet.  It 
may take 10, 20 years, it may be way after he dies that it’ll be understood” (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  Network news anchors would presumably next provide context for 
Camejo’s statement.  Stewart instead stares at the camera for several seconds before 
leaning in and asking, “Did that guy just threaten to kill Ralph Nader?” (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  The fact that these stories are being viewed on The Daily Show rather 
than on their own, then, would seem to have a great deal of influence on their comedic 
value. 
Stories that dealt with Politics appeared seven times over five episodes, and never 
made up the majority of stories on any given night.  The Politics story that will be 
analyzed was run on August 10, as the third story out of five.  The two preceding stories 
were both on the topic of the Presidential Election – Robert Novak’s defense of the Swift 
Boat Veterans for Truth, and coverage of the candidates’ stumping – and the two stories 
that followed were a Technology about cell phone ringtones and games, and a Politics, 
which was an interview with New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  The Politics story concerned the Illinois Senate race, which was being 
contested between Democrat Barack Obama – fresh off his famous keynote address at the 
Democratic National Convention – and Republican Alan Keyes (Havlan & O’Neill, 
2004).  Instead of focusing on campaign strategies or even policy plans, Stewart instead 
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noted that Keyes is not even from Illinois, saying that he “is a resident of Gaithersburg – 
which, for those of you trying to locate it on a map of Illinois, is in Maryland” (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  Stewart then pointed out that this oddity had happened before, when 
Hillary Clinton had successfully campaigned for a New York Senate seat in 2000 despite 
living in Arkansas (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  The main joke of the segment, however, 
became apparent when Stewart showed a clip of Keyes from March 2000 saying the 
following regarding Clinton’s campaign: “I deeply resent the destruction of federalism 
represented by Hillary Clinton’s willingness to go into a state she doesn’t even live in and 
pretend to represent people there.  So I certainly wouldn’t imitate it” (Havlan & O’Neill, 
2004)  Amid applause and cheers from the amused audience, Stewart – who had 
introduced the clip by ironically saying that “it’s not as if Alan Keyes had a problem with 
that [Clinton running],” – merely said “He’s not imitating it, he’s not imitating it.  He’s 
uh, what do you call it there, duplicating it” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).   
Stewart ended the story by taking a jab at Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert, a 
Republican, who had been challenged by Tim Russert on Meet the Press about the 
Republicans’ strategy of nominating a black man from Maryland to run against a black 
man from Illinois in an Illinois Senate race (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Rep. Hastert, 
chuckling and throwing his hands up in the air, responded “I’ll tell you what, I was out of 
town when it happened” before mumbling incoherently – a response to which Stewart 
shrugged and wondered, “Is that a good sign when you’re running for office and your 
party has an alibi for the decision?” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Although this story is 
much more concerned with the source material for the actual news story than some of the 
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other stories previously examined, it is important to note that it does not treat the material 
in the same way.  Rather than report on solely what happened, Stewart instead finds a 
past contradiction to Keyes’ present actions – in Keyes’ own words, no less – and uses 
that to devastating comedic effect.  
Since stories corresponding to the top-ranked topics by Average Position and 
topic frequency have been analyzed, we must now analyze stories on the topics deemed 
most important – Foreign Policy and Social Issues, or Domestic Policy.  Foreign Policy, 
which was the most important topic with 99 percent of respondents saying they had 
thought about it, appeared once in the sample with an Average Position of 0.8.  On the 
night of June 7, the Foreign Policy story in question was buried fourth on the program – 
behind two Domestic stories, one about the death of Ronald Reagan and the other about 
the continuing fallout from the Enron scandal, and one Foreign Events story, which dealt 
with a decision by OPEC to increase their output of crude oil (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  
The only story that the Foreign Policy story – about President Bush’s visit to Pope John 
Paul II – appeared before was an interview with political consultant Donna Brazile, 
which fell under the category of Politics (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  The way in which 
this story was covered was much more reminiscent of a typical news report, with Stewart 
presenting a chronological narrative of the meeting.  The way in which he did so, 
however, was decidedly not that of a typical news report.  While showing and narrating 
clips of the president’s visit, Stewart would stop every so often to make a joke at what 
had just been seen or heard.  While showing a clip of the president greeting the pope, 
Stewart remarked that the audience also included “the Widow Bush [Laura Bush was in 
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attendance, wearing all black with a skirt cut off around the knees], whose Vatican-
mandated head covering was apparently fashioned from the bottom half of her skirt.  Said 
His Holiness, ‘What’s Latin for “Yowza?”’ The pope said that” (Havlan & O’Neill, 
2004).  Later on, Stewart provided voiceover – using his Bush impression – for what the 
president was thinking while supposedly struggling to pay attention during John Paul II’s 
statement: “Boy he’s old.  I wonder how old.  I bet he’s old as a turtle.  Heh heh heh [sic].  
Sorta [sic] looks like a turtle.  I wonder what’d happen if I put him on his back.  Just 
don’t think dirty thoughts.  Do not think dirty thoughts, he’ll know” (Havlan & O’Neill, 
2004).   
Stewart also played a seemingly innocuous clip of Bush declaring to the pope of 
the American government’s intent to work with the Vatican to promote human rights and 
freedoms (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Stewart, however, seized on Bush’s specific choice 
of words in making that declaration – for the president had remarked that he brought “a 
message from my government” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Somewhat unbelievingly, 
Stewart comments that “he brings a message from his government?  Wow, he must know 
someone pretty high up” – that someone, of course, being the president himself, which 
was the point of Stewart’s ironic commentary (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  This – along 
with Stewart’s presumption that the Presidential Medal of Freedom awarded to the pope 
would be stuffed in a “Gold Room” along with all the other honors bestowed upon him 
from around the world – demonstrates again The Daily Show’s unique ability to point out 
the absurd in the seemingly innocuous and normal (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  This story, 
however, also demonstrates that The Daily Show can in fact deliver a fairly 
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straightforward news story while still remaining true to its comedic roots.  While this 
story was not covered on any of the network news broadcasts that night, it could be 
argued that the majority of their coverage content-wise would have corresponded with 
The Daily Show’s, sans the jokes.                  
Finally, we come to Social Issues, or as named (along with Social Welfare) in The 
Daily Show sample, Domestic Policy.  Social Issues was thought about by 97 percent of 
respondents to the ANES survey, but was only mentioned once in The Daily Show 
sample with an Average Position of 1.  This story ran on October 6, and like the Foreign 
Policy story, was also buried within the episode.  This particular story – which concerned 
security at airports, specifically for international traffic – found itself coming after two 
Presidential Election stories, both about the Vice Presidential debate, and before only a 
Media story, which was an interview with CBS journalist Bob Schieffer (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  The story, however, was presented in a very different way than most 
others analyzed in this paper.  Rather than being a give-and-take with video clips or a 
“field report” from a correspondent, comedian Lewis Black angrily ranted about a given 
topic – in this case, airport security – in a sporadically recurring segment called “Back in 
Black” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  A typical segment of Black’s rant went as such:  
Last week, the U.S. began finger-printing and photographing foreign visitors from 
27 additional countries, including some of America’s closest allies like England, 
Australia, Italy and Japan.  Don’t take it personally you guys – it’s not that we 
don’t trust you.  It’s that we don’t trust anybody” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).   
 
Black delivered his argument in an over-the-top fashion, wildly gesticulating and 
overemphasizing in order to get his point across – as well as for greater comedic effect.  
Another portion of his rant, Black focuses on a “star-studded” instructional security video 
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created by Las Vegas’ McCarron International Airport, which had been intermittently 
playing underneath his voiceover (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  During a segment of the 
video where two members of Cirque de Soleil are seen having trouble getting their 
luggage through the security checkpoint, Black is dumbfounded and responds with “wait 
a minute.  Cirque de Soleil flies on airplanes?  I thought they were carried along by magic 
de esprit.  Or some other [stuff]” (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).   
Finally, Black goes on a rant about the earlier arrest of Yusuf Islam, who was 
previously known as the popular folk singer Cat Stevens (Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  The 
reason this was so newsworthy was because Islam was apprehended while on a plane 
flight – despite being listed on the government no-fly list.  Black’s reaction was one of 
shocked disbelief leading into exaggerated rationalization: “Hey, here’s a question – if 
you’re on the no-fly list, why are you allowed to fly?  I guess the new strategy is to 
isolate potential terrorists by trapping them in a cabin 30,000 feet in the sky” (Havlan & 
O’Neill, 2004).  Black’s rant is thus built mostly on offering an over-the-top commentary 
on news items, but the structure of the segment is such that a good deal of actual news is 
still able to be delivered.   
What are the conclusions, then, from this textual analysis of The Daily Show?  It 
would seem that there are a few tentative conclusions that can be drawn.  Firstly, it 
seemed that in several instances, the positioning of a topic as a story within the episode 
had little to no effect on its importance relative to the perceptions of the general public.  
Of the two topics tied for the highest Average Position on The Daily Show – both of 
which only appeared once – one was ranked only as the 3rd-most important topic on the 
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ANES survey (Government), while the other was not even ranked at all (Sports).  
Conversely, the two topics rated as having the most importance – Foreign Policy and 
Domestic Policy, respectively – also both only appeared once apiece, and were both 
slotted next-to-last in their night’s episode and had middling Average Positions.  
Essentially, the stories that appeared highest in the episodes were not considered of 
paramount importance by the general public, while the stories that were considered of 
paramount importance appeared much lower in the episodes – which supports the earlier 
pattern in the raw data that positioning on The Daily Show had little impact on agenda-
setting. 
Secondly, it is telling that many of the analyzed stories really had little to do with 
the actual news story they were supposedly covering.  Many times, Stewart would take a 
tangential approach, focusing on a small facet of the story that did not necessarily 
describe what had happened or explain policy.  The focus was instead on exposing 
contradictions, hypocrisies or absurdities in the seemingly normal happenings of the day.  
While this is all well and good for comedy, it does little to emphasize the news value of 
the story.  Admittedly, it is at least making viewers aware of things they probably had not 
known previously – however, when the primary focus is not on delivering the news, both 
in style and in content, then many viewers will steal merely a cursory glance at the 
serious content of the story.  In this sense, the research of Xenos & Becker (2009) into a 
supposed gateway effect – which says that people do not learn anything substantial 
regarding the news from Jon Stewart, but are rather merely exposed to it – present in The 
Daily Show is supported.  
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Thirdly, it is important to note the mediating effect that The Daily Show may or 
may not have on its source material.  It was noted that much of what was mocked by 
Stewart seemed innocuous on its own, yet was rendered absurd when viewed in the 
context of The Daily Show.  Now it may be the case that the vast majority of the mocked 
subject matter truly is absurd, and merely requires one to be paying attention to it in order 
to recognize the absurdity – surely, Sen. Roberts’ rambling about boxes, agencies, turf 
and brick bats deserved skewering – but the possibility that some of it is not raises a 
troubling question.  Stewart’s audience may be so conditioned to his humor and so well-
prepared to anticipate his witty jabs that they may begin to see and accept the existence of 
the absurd in things that really are not that absurd – even though Stewart points them out 
as such.   
Take, for instance, the mocking of Nader’s announcement of his running mate 
(Havlan & O’Neill, 2004).  Stewart lampooned Nader as being devoid of energy, and 
even somewhat resigned at his choice.  If one looks hard enough, or is practiced at taking 
Stewart at his word, it may be interpreted that way.  It can also just as easily be 
interpreted as one of the following: 1) Nader was being serious for a serious moment, 2) 
Nader was tired, or 3) Nader is simply not an excitable fellow.  The point is that just 
because Jon Stewart ridicules something as absurd does not make it automatically absurd.  
If the audience becomes overly conditioned to accept everything as absurd, they could 
theoretically begin to pay less attention to the news of the story, and spend more time 
trying to spot the absurdities in anticipation of Stewart’s jokes.  Or worse, they could 
discredit the entire story as being absurd and not think of it as a serious matter at all.  For 
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a show that occasionally offers fairly decent coverage of the actual news – albeit with a 
overtly humorous bent – this does not bode well, and is a possible fundamental 
explanation for the lack of influence The Daily Show seemingly has on agenda-setting. 
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Conclusion 
It is undeniable that The Daily Show has achieved a mainstream success that Lizz 
Winstead scarcely imagined possible when she set out to create a parody of conventional 
newscasts as a replacement for Bill Maher’s talk show on Comedy Central (Lambert, 
1997; Roberts, 2008).  As has been shown, The Daily Show has become a flashpoint in 
the debate over where people get their news from in the present day, and what the 
optimal way in which to deliver that news is.  To this end, this study investigated the 
influence The Daily Show has on what the general public thinks about, using the 
theoretical framework of agenda-setting.  It was discovered, both through the data and 
textual analyses, that fears of Jon Stewart someday replacing Brian Williams or Diane 
Sawyer as the preeminent news anchor in America may be overwrought.  Both on its own 
and relative to network news broadcasts, The Daily Show showed little potential to set the 
agenda or influence the thoughts of the general public.  Neither the number of times a 
given topic appeared or where it was positioned in an episode seemed to have an impact 
on – whether positively or negatively – how important it was deemed to be according to 
the ANES survey used in the study.  It was suggested from the textual analysis that this 
may be due to a general lack of actual news content within the stories, or a discrediting of 
everything on The Daily Show as a byproduct of an overemphasis on attempting to find 
the absurd in every story. 
A few qualifications to this conclusion, however, must be noted.  First and 
foremost is the fact that the ANES survey – while perfectly legitimate as a source of 
information – was not originally for use in this manner.  Rather, existing numbers were 
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adapted for the purposes of this study.  So while the numbers say the same things they did 
in the original survey data, they say them towards an entirely different conclusion.  
Additionally, the viewing habits of those who responded to the survey were unknown.  If 
this subject were to be investigated further in the future, it would be wise to either use an 
existing survey that corresponds better with the direction of the study using it, or conduct 
an original survey that matches perfectly to the end goal of the study – one which 
includes viewing habits and questions more specifically directed to what people think 
about. 
Additionally, the survey size was not extensive enough to draw any broad 
conclusions.  While tentative conclusions could certainly be, and were, drawn from the 
available sample, it is simply unwise to make a general statement about the agenda-
setting potential of The Daily Show from a sample size of 12 episodes.  Future studies 
seeking to draw a more confident conclusion would be wise to expand the sample size by 
a wide margin. 
Finally, there was by and large no consideration of time spent on each topic – 
only the amount of times it appeared, and where it was positioned in an episode.  As a 
result, there was a potentially insightful method of analysis that was not utilized in this 
study.  While this in no way delegitimizes the conclusions reached by this study, it does 
somewhat beg the question of what impact the amount of time spent on a topic may or 
may not have.   Future studies looking for another method of analysis with which to 
analyze The Daily Show through the lens of agenda-setting do not have to look much 
farther than the amount of time spent on each topic. 
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These qualifications aside, this study has shown that there is evidence to support 
Jon Stewart’s repeated claims that he does not anchor an actual news show.  Does The 
Daily Show cleverly parody conventional newscasts?  Yes.  Does The Daily Show cover 
newsworthy topics, sometimes even those that the mainstream media overlooks?  Yes.  
Does The Daily Show, even if it presumably will not replace World News Tonight or NBC 
Nightly News, at least potentially represent a useful gateway to the news, as Xenos and 
Becker (2009) theorized?  Yes.  But does The Daily Show influence what people think 
about, or in other words, set their agendas based on what topics the show covers?  At 
least according to this study, the answer is no.  We are all free to sit back and enjoy The 
Daily Show for what it really is – a parodic news show, with an emphasis on the parody.   
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